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CHILD HEALTH AND FITNESS

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1985

U.S. SENATE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, FAMILY,
DRUGS AND ALCOHOLISM, OF THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR
AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:07 a.m., in roomSD-562, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Paula Hawkins(ch airman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Hawkins and Grassley.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HAWKINS
Senator HAWKINS. Good morning. We welcome you to the sub-committee hearing today on child fitness and health.
Today, we are going to hear testimony from a wide variety ofsources on the potential dangers faced by physically unfit children.
Currently, as many as 20 million young people in this country

are deemed overweight. At one time, this fact might have created
visions of happy, roly-poly kids, the healthy final product of heap-ing portions of Mom's cooking and plateloads of Grandma's cookies.But today we know enough to know that this is terribly misleading.

Fat kids are not necessarily happy kids, and fat kids are nothealthy kids. Our concern is not based solely on aesthetics, the
ideal of a slim, trim body. We are concerned about the health ef-fects of not being fit. Recent studies indicate that overweight chil-
dren face an increased risk of heart disease, the single largest
killer of Americans today.

We are fortunate to have David Harsha, of the Louisiana State
University Medical Center, and Dr. Richard Schieken, of the Amer-ican Heart Association, here to testify on the connection between
obesity and cardiovascular diseases.

American children are not only flabby, they are in poor physicalshape, and it is little wonder. The average little person in this
country spends approximately 13 hours a week participating in
some form of sports or exercise, which might sound like a lot. Un-
fortunately, this same child wastes three to four times that amountof time watching television or playing with the omnipresent video
machines.

Dr. Ash Hayes, of the President's Council on Physical Fitness
and Sports, and Nancy Hogshead, a gold medal-winning Olympic
athlete, will testify about the role of physical education and athlet-
ics in keeping our Nation's children fit.

At this time we will receive for the record statements submitted
by several Senators, including Senator Grassley who will have to

(1)
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Statement of Orrin 1. Hatch
for

;fearing on Child Health and Fitness
September 21, 1985

I would like to commend Senator Hawkins for holding this
hearing, bringing attention to an important health promotion
activity which can improve the lives our our nation's children.

Physical fitness and personal healtn, including proper diet
and weight control, must be prorioted during childhood in order to
guarantee healthy and full lives for later years. According to a
study released on October 16, 19e4, by the .S. Department of
Health and Human Services, American ch.adren and adolescents are
not developing the fitness skills necessary to maintain healthy
bodies and caraio-respiratory systems in adulthood.

These findings concern me. More than 80 percent of the
physical activity of students was performed outside school physical
education classes. Keepirg this percentage in mind, it is obvious
that we need better fitness programs in our schools to promote
basic exercise skills.

Health education in our schools is essential to help our
youngsters establish healthy lifestyles for themselves. This
training cannot begin early enough, and the curriculum needs to be
vigorous. The American Heart Association, in realizing the
importance of health education for pre-schret children has
developed a heart health program designed for three, four, five and
six year olds. ThiF program is ca3led the Heart Treasure Chest.
The Curriculum consists of three special teaching units called:
"The Work of the Hoart and Ways to Tell if It's Healthy ", "Physical
Activity and Rest", and "Heart and Healthy Foods.' Training aids
for volunteers an'J classroom teachers are ,ncluded in the program
package.

This program is a wonderful way to make health education fun
for children. Learning materials such as stethoscopes, posters,
games, end film strips are visually stimulating for pre-school aged
children. We need more youth programs sucn as the Heart Treasure
Cnest, to be implemented during the years that children begin
developing their life style habits.

Another innovative schoo/ based health education program
called "Know Your Body". KYB was designed by the American Health
Foundation to promote good health habits :n students. This program
was devised in 1975 and is being conducted, in various locations
throughout the United States.

KYi's philosophy is to encourage chiLd:en to take greater
responuibility for their own health decisions by learning how to
set realistic goals. The program stresses that when children can
identify adult disease risk factors then the hancea of them
occuring during adulthood are reduced. By encouraging our youth to
live healthier lives, there is hope for healthier future
generations.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY

SEPTEMBER 24, 1985 - "CHILD HEALTH AND FITEESS"
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, FAMILY, DRUGS g ALCOHOLISM

MOST OF US ARE PAINFULLY AWARE OF THE PERSONAL AND FAMILY

TRAUMA THAT FOLLOWS THE NEWS THAT SOMEONE CLOSE TO US HAS HEART

DISEASE. THE COSTS CAN BE OVERWHELMING AND IN AN AGE OF

EXPONENTIAL INCREASES IN FISCAL OUTLAYS FOR MEDICAL CARE, ALL

OF US AREi4FFECTED. PREVENTION IS NOT ONLY GOOD HEALTH FOR

FAMILIES, IT IS GOOD HEALTH FOR THE MEDICAL CARE INDUSTRY.

PROPER CONCERN FOR INFORMED DECISION MAKING IN FOOD

SELECTION, EXERCISE, AND I MIGHT ADD ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO

ABUSE WILL DECREASE THE LIKELIHOOD OF DEBILAJORY AND EXPENSIVE

DISEASES.

I AM ENCOURAGED THAT TODAY'S HEARING IS DESIGNED TO PROMOTE

GREATER ATTENTION ON GOOD HEALTH, BEGINNING AT THE CH!LDHOOD

LEVEL. IF STATISTICS ARE AVAILABLE THAT DEMONSTRATE THE

IMPORTANCE OF CHILD FITNESS AND HEALTH, I WOULD LIKE TO HEAR

THEM SUMMARIZED AT THIS HEARING.

I AM CERTAIN THAT SOWING THE SEEDS OF GOOD HEALTH HABITS

WHILE CHILDREN ARE SCHOOL-AGED WILL PRODUCE AN ABUNDANT HARVEST

FOR YEARS TO COME.

8
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN F. KERRY

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, FAMILY, DRUGS, AND ALCOHOLISM

ON CHILD FITNESS AND HEALTH

SEPTEMBER 24,1985
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GOOD MORNING. I WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME OUR DISTINGUISHED EXPERTS

IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH AND NUTRITION. IN PARTICULAR I WOULD LIKE TO

WELCOME BONNIc PRUDDEN A RESIDENT OF MASSACHUSETTS WHO HAS BEEN A

PIONEER IN TIE AREA OF PHYSICAL FITNESS AND NUTRITION FOR OVER THIRTY

YEARS. BONNIE'S LONG STANDING COMMITMENT ANO HARD WORK LED TO THE

FIRST AMERICAN FITNESS TEST IN THE 1950'S AND THE ESTABLISHMENT BY

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER OF THE HIGHLY ACCLAIMED PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON

YOUTH FITNESS. WANT TO COMMEND BONNIE FOR HER DEDICATION OVER THE

YEARS ON AN ISSUE OF VITAL IMPORTANCE TO THE FUTURE FITNESS AND WELL

BEIUG OF OUR NATION'S CHILDREN.

PECENT EVIDENCE SUGGESTING THAT A GROWING NUMBER OF AMERICAN

CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS ARE OVERWEIGHT, HAS HASTENED HEALTH

PROFESSIONALS TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT THE FUTURE HEALTH IMPLICATIONS

OF OBESITY IN OUR CHILDREN. ACCORDING TO FINDINGS AT A CONFERENCE

SPONSORED BY THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HEALTH LAST FEBRUARY, A STRONG

CORRELATION EXISTS BETWEEN OBESITY AND ADVERSE EFFECTS ON HEALTH AND

LONGEVITY. THE CONFERENCE CONCLUDED THAT OBESITY IS CLEARLY

ASSOCIATED WITH CAROIOVASCULAR HYPERTENSION, HIGH CHOLESTEROL,

INCREASED PREVALENCE OF DIABETES AND A HIGHER INCIDENCE OF CERTAIN

10
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TYPES OF CANCER. THESE FINDINGS REFLECT A GROWING NEED FOR SOCIETY TO

PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ELIMINATING OBESIT: IN CUR NATION'S CHILDREN.

OUR SCHOOL SYSTEMS ARE BEST EQUIPPED TO TAKE THE LEAD IN THIS

CRUCIAL AREA. As A PARENT AND LEGISLATOR I STRONGLY ENDORSE THE IDEA

THAT WE MUST PLACE GREATER EMPHASIS ON THE IMPORTANCE OF NUTRITIONAL

EDUCATION AND PHYSICAL FITNESS IN THE FORMATIVE SCHOOL YEARS. AS A

MEDIA ORIENTED SOCIETY. WE SHOULD ALSO ENCOURAGE TELEVISION NETWORKS

TO PROMOTE QUALITY PROGRAMMING AND RESPONSIBLE ADVERTISING AIMED AT

EDUCATING OUR CHILDREN. TELEVISION IS THE MEDIA THAT REACHES OUR

NATION'S YOUTH. AND IT OFFERS LIMITLESS CREATIVE POSSIBILITIES FOR

TEACHING OUR CHILDREN GOOD EATING HABITS. PHYSICAL FITNESS AWARENESS.

AND GENERAL HEALTH EDUCATION.

rs

THERE EXISTS A TREMENDOUS NEED FOR NUTRITIONAL EDUCATION AND

INCREASED HEALTH AWARENESS AMONG AMERICA'S CHILDREN.

I AM LOCKING FORhARD TODAY TO HEARING FROM OUR EXPERT WITNESSES

AND THEIR VAL'!ABLE INSIGHT INTO HOW BEST TO ACHIEVE A HEALTHIER. MORE

NUTRITIONALLY CONSCIENTIOUS POPULATION OF AMERICAN CHILDREN AND

ADOLESCENTS.

Ii
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Senator HAWKINS. Our first panel will consist of two witnesses
who are nationally known as experts on fitnessRichard Simmons
and Bonnie Prudden, who have spent their lives working to alert
people of all ages and all walks of life about the need for fitness.

Richard, I know you are on a very tight schedule; I saw you ear-
lier this morning on "Good Morning, America," and know that you
need to leave early in order to make your plane to Boston, so we
will ask you and Bonnie to come to the table.

Richard Simmons has been referred to as "the clown prince of
fatness" and "the weight saint" because of the humor and laughter
he utilizes to get his physical fitness n,wsage spread around the
world. But despite the humor he brings to his fitness programs and
shows, he is communicating a very serious message about diet and
exercisea lesson that is based on his personal experiences.

Richard, I welcome you here today and look forward to your
statement.

Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD SIMMONS, AUTHOR, AND OWNER OF
ANATOMY tSYLUMS, AND BONNIE PRUDDEN, AUTHOR AND DI-
RECTOR, INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL FITNESS, NEW YORK, NY

Mr. SIMMONS. Thank you.
I was an overweight child. I went to school in New Orleans, LA.

There were a lot of problems. I mean, I did not come from an over-
weight family. My mother and father were nct overweight. But I
did what everyone else did. I watched television; I bought the
candy in the schoolyard.

Being an overweight c is a very devastating experience. And
we talk a lot about the he.. disease, or the cancer, or the fat cells.
I am talking at first strictly on an emotional level. Being an over-
weight child in the America of yestrryear and today is the same
thing. You are ostracized; you are discriminated against

The exercise programs in most schools are not exercise programs;
they are sports. If you are short, if you are overweight, if you are
an underdog, and you do not get chosen for those particular teams,
then you sit around, eating your lunch as well as everyone else's.

A lot of people in school when I grew up felt that if you were
c erweight, there was something else wrongthere was Down's
Syndrome; there were emotional problems at home; you could have
been slightly retarded, r,r there was a glandular problemwhen in
essence, the reason that most children are overweight in the
United States is because of Mr. Knife and Mr Fork. I want to see
that change.

I travel 300 days a year now. I have 75 exercise studios in 15
States in the United States, and I have a daycare center. So we
have 460,000 women with a weight problem, coming 3 to 4 dais a
week at my Anatomy Asylums.

The children who come to the Anatomy Asylums with their par-
ents, two out of three are obese. They are not exercising. And I
really blame this on many things. I think that the parents of today
are not very educated. I think they do not know everything that
they should know about education and exercise. When I was going
to school in the fifties, I did not see my parents take their gym

'12
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bags and go to their health club while I went to learn how to read
and write. I think things have to change in the eighties.

In 1985, there were more overweight children and teenagers in
the United States than in 1975. You would, think with the explo-
sion of physical fitness, there would be a big difference.

Going into all these cities that I go into when I travel, I teach
exercise and nutrition classes at grammar schools, parochial
schools, high schools and, colleges, and see that these people really
want to learn; that we are not supporting .theie children in school.
We do not give them a recent textbwk. Many of the, nutrition text-
books that children are "17 were written in the forties
and fifties and have not been u properly. We have got. to do
that. From the age of first-gra ers, they should learn about their
bodies, they should learn about nutrition. They, should learn that
the key is exercise, motivation, and nutrition together:

We have to plan a very good exercise program for people, in
schools, whether they are overweight, whether they are short,
whether they are tall, whether they,are Jews, whether they are
blacks. Every kid in America should he

are
an exercise class re-

gardless of whether they are goon in football or baseball or basket-
ball. I think if we combine those two, ifwe give them a good nutri-
tion program, if we give them a good exercise program maybe in
the next 10 or 15 years. we can knock out obesity. But it has got to
be done with a sense or humor.

You know as well as I that if you have a teacher, and that teach-
er has a sense of humor, makes things fun, that child will learn
better nutrition habits. If you get too serious, if you get too techni-
cal, if you get too wordy, the child will turn around and buy,a bag
of potato chips.

what I want to do in the next 10 or 15 years of my life, and
with the help of the people here, is I wart to make sure that every
child who is born knows about exercise, knows about nutrition, and
that the parents of these children support that and become good
examples.

Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. That is a great mission in life, and I know you

fill it every day. I know that you donate a portion of your royalties
from "Never Say You Can't Exercise" to a foundation that will pro-
vide exercise facilities for the disabled in hospitals. Is it important
to convince disabled children and adults about the need for exer-
cise?

Mr. SIMMONS. The word "disabled," Senator Hawkins, is a very
strange word. We are trying to knock out the word "handicapped"
and the word "disabled," and we are coming up with "physically
and emotionally challenged" people.

In January, I opened the first exercise studio at Orthopedic Hos-pital. It is aerobic exercise studio for disabled children and
adults. It is free; my foundation pays for everything. All of our
teachers are physically challenged peoplepolio, spinobifidus,
cystic fibrosis, muscular dystrophy, cerebral palsy, Down's Syn-
drome. We think that every childevery childin the United
States should have good exercise and nutrition knowledge.

There are certain areas that we have really kind of ignored. To
me, we have ignored the overweight child. We have pointed at

.13
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them, we have laughed at them, and remember, that child who is
overweight, 90 percent of the time, will grow up to be an over-
weight adult. We have ignored the senior citizens for exercise.
Many people feel, "I have lived my life, I have raised my children;
I don't have to exercise." You do have to exercise. I do not care
what age you-are.

But the third area that we have -really not worked on- is the dis-
abled community in the United States. They need a certain kind of
exercise; the same exercise you would give a kid in grammar school
is not the same one you would give to someone in a wheelchair or
in braces.

So we took 100 doctors and 53 physical therapists, and we wrote
a book called "Reach for Fitness," all the proceeds to go to build
exercise studios in 40 hospitals. it is important that every kid in
the United States, whether they are walking with braces or walk-
ing by themselves, or not walking at all, should have the benefits
of a good exercise program and a good zutlition program. It is only
going to benefit us as being the strongeb country in the world.
And because there are 81 many overweight caldren, you an imag-
ine how many overweight disabled children there are. The mother
believes it is her fault. She gets very depressed because she bore
that disabled child. She starts, well, patronising `,hat child with
food, because we still believe in our country that food is love," and
we know that overfeeding a child is devastatingly deathly.

So I think it is important that the disabled children and the dis-
abled adults start to exercise and learn nutrition. I had my audi-
tion to choose teachers to teach at my exorcise -lass at the hospi-
tal. We put one ad in the paper, and 900 men and women who were
disabled came to the auditions to seek a new career, because as you
know, if_you are disabled in the United States, or anyplace in the
United States, it is tougher to get a job, and they feel they are
always dependent on the money of the Government. do to open up
new exercise facilities and hire disabled people is the best
thing. Why shouldn't they feel whole, too?

Senator HAWKINS. Fantastic thoughts, and you are following
them up with good actions.

We have another epidemic going on in America today, of chil-
dren that want to be tc ) slim, or feel that food will make them too
fat. Is there danger of associating slimness with beauty, so that
children would lose weight to quickly, or lose the desire altogether
of having food and nutrition in their bodies?

Mr. Satmorm. I work with overweight children, Senator Haw-
kins, because I was there. These kids todayremember, we live in
a very aerobic society; you pick up every magazine, you see only
beautiful children eating candy. with no pimples; you see the
mother, a size 3, the father, pertect, baking cakes for their kids
when you look at magazines. I mean, the food industry is a big in-
dustry, and it says you must look a certain way, you must be a cer-
tain way. And yes, I work with children who are overweight, and
they try to lose weight quickly, because they want to be the Ameri-
can dream.

All my life, I wanted to be the American dream. All I wanted to
do was to fit into a normal pair of jeans and to walk down the
street, and to be a kidand I wasn't.

14
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These children, if they lose weight too quickly, it can cause horri-
ble thingsstuited growth, depression. It can cause headaches. It
can cause this child to feel inferior, be insulted by his peers. The
children today should learn to lose weight on a regular basis, just
like anybody else.

If a child loses weight too quickly, to be accepted by people, to
win an award, to get on a team, that child will suffer in the long
run. Whether you are a child or whether you are an tadult, you
must be educated to learn how to loge weight correctly.

When I was overweight, at the age of 19, I vvas 268 minds. I was
in Europe. I did 137 commercials and 11 movies. I was very popular
as an obese teenager. I lost my weight. A note was put on my car:
"Dear Richard, you are very funny, but fat people die yoUng.
Please, don't die."

That day, I starved. I lost 123 pounds in less than 3 months. My
hair fell out: my skin fell down. I ended up in a hospital. And I
promised myself and God that if I were to live a normal life and be
healthy, for the first time in my life, that I would dedicate my life
to help these people

Children must be taught by their parents not to take the -diet
pills, not to become anorexic, not to fill up after every meal, in the
sake of being thin.

I don't think we should push the word "thin;" we should push
the word "healthy."

Senator HAWKINS. Did you ever realize as a young person the
health risks of being overweight, or did you just want to look
normal?

Mr. SONS. We did not know anything in the fifties. You
know, I had bearnaise sauce on my Rice Krispies in New Orleans. I
knew nothing about nutrition, you know? I mean, it was bread, it
was butter, it was grease. The waiters in New Orleans have a crust
on the side of their face; everything is deep-fried. You do not know
anything as a child in the fifties.

My book told me that had four food groups, and I picked out
the one I likedthe fat group. That was my friend. We did not
know. My mother knew nothing. My mother is 75 now, and for _the
first time in her life, she has a normal blood pressure, because she
watched the red meat, she watched the fried foods, she watched the
oils, she watched the grease, she watched the portions of food she
was eating.

But now, it is 1985. We are exploding with nutritional informa-
tion. But sometimes, it is not palatable. Sometimes, that mother
who is going to have a child, who lives in Omaha, NE does not
know how to feed her kid. She sees television commercials, she
hears what other people say, and she feeds her children a certain
way. And we must educate that mother to be a better mother and
to cook better for her children.

But now we know these things; back in the fifties, we did not
know these things as much.

Senator HAWKINS. I think you were quoted as saying that you
were the last chosen for an athletic event and the first in line for
lunch. Do we put too much emphasis on competitive sports such as
football, baseball, basketball, and actually turn off many children
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who never would be eligible for those teams, and then turn those
children off from exercise of any type?

Mr. SIMMONS. Do you understand the way a male is raised in the
United States? If you do not play sports, there is something wrong
with you. If you do not bring home a trophy for the top of your
father's television set, there is something wrong with you.

We weren't all supposed to be jocks. When I come back in my
next life, I will be a football player named "Rock Norton ", and I
will have affairs with cheerleaders. It did not happen in this life.

To be rejected because of your weight, to be rejected because you
are short, to be rejected from all the sports, you were left doing
nothing

When I went to school in New Orleans, Louisiana, you had your
choice of football, basketball, and volleyball. Well, football and bas-
ketball were out. I decided to be on the volleyball team. But it was
all girls. They would not let me. My parents took it to court. I was
the only male on the volleyball team at my school, and we won na-
tional.

If someone does not choose, as a male or a female, to playa
sport, that school should offer an exercise class for them to go to.
When a child gets dressed in the morning, lie, should just get
dressed in gym clothes and disregard these little khaki uniforms.
When they get to school, they should go to the gym, and for 1 hour,
there should be a woman or a man who teaches an exercise class,
who knows the body, to teach a 1-hour class to every student in the
United States before they go to class. It is a lot more important
than some of the courses they take.

After they take that class, they will be more alert, they will get
better grades, they will be more physically fit, and the tension and
stress from the peers at school will hopefully diminish. It is impor-
tant that we do this, and it is important that one subject that every
school student should take is a nutrition class. They should see
what the cholesterol does, they should see what the candy does,
they should see what fat does in society.

We have been basically talking about the health of somebody,
but you know as well as I, if you were a 300-pound woman, and
there was a 300-pound man, and you both went out to get the same
job, you would not have a chance in the world, no matter how edu-
cated you were. People discriminate against the overweight
woman, and children and their peers discriminate against over-
weight kids. And it has got to stop.

We should never judge anybody, a child or an adult, by what it
says on the scale. We should only offer them hope and help, that
they can be healthier through a school system that cares.

Senator HAWKINS. Richard, there is a lawsuit in this area that
attracted some attention recently. Three men who belonged to a co-
ed health club were not permitt'd to join the club's aerobics class,
because the spa considered it a female activity. They had to Fo to
court, like your parents, before they were permitted to participate
in the aerobics class. Do you find that there is still prejudice re-
garding what athletic activities are considered

prejudice
and

"female"?
Mr. SIMMONS. Let me tell you why I got into the exercise world,

besides finding that there was little sense of humor in most classes.
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I went to join my first health club in Los Angeles after I went
from 268 down to 137. There was an ad in the paper that offered 2
years for the price of one. I went, and behind me was an obeselady. As I was signing up for membership, stf was she. And the
man behind the desk said, "Sorry, we are full."

I said, "What do you mean you are full? Why can't this woman
come to class here?"

They said, "Well, she is really overweight and out of shape, and
we do not want her here."

I decided then that I was going to open up my exercise studios,
and that my doors would be closed to no one. Now, again in Amer-
ica, men do not think exercise classes are macho. Lifting weights is
macho. Running is considered macho. Going to a gym and swim-
ming is machc.

I could probably take 90 percent of the men in this class and put
them through 1 hour, and I would have to have paramedic trucks
out in front.

We keep separating things Every male and every female needs
to have a good heart. Every malo and every female needs to make
sure that their body is getting what it needs to stay in good shape.And yet, in most of the exercise classes, my membersand we
have over 400,000 members-95 T.ercent are women. Men do not be-
lieve that it ismen think it is 'sissy" to go in and hear music and
take an exercise class.

But slowly, it is changing, because the couples of todaywe are
in a baby boom, which means that a man and woman have to, get
together and do it They are coining as couples. I now have some of
the largest couple classes in the United Statesmen and woman
who say, "Hey, you said 'I do', and I said 'I do', so let's sweat toir-
gether." That is the American waynot just to eat together and
sweat together, but to go to an exercise class together. It is a great
commitment to know that the person that you are in love with and
the person that you are sleeping with is healthy, too.

But I think it is slowly changing. Men are now seeing that, if
they cannot do something, not to reject it, because they go into a
class, and Donna Summer is screaming on the stereo, they have to
do a 21- minute run, or they have to do their stretches. The men
have just afs much tension as women. That is what I think an exer-
cise class 'is, whether it is for a child or for an adult. It takes out
the stress, it takes out the aggravation, it takes out the tension. I
do not look at exercise as just going, "Hey, look at my pees."

I do not think that that is why you should be exercising. I think
it is crucial that men follow the same exercise classes as women
they cannot do it as good, but they can do it.

Senator HAWKINS. I believe you will be responsible for getting a
lot of people to think about it, and, hopefully, to follow through.

This is an age when we are besieged by illegal drugs, when chil-
dren as young as 6 and 7 say they are using drugs on the school
grounds, and can get a "high" from alcohol mixed with pills, et
cetera. I've read about a "high" that runners get that causes them,
after several miles, to become rather euphoric.

Is the same effect true if your body is in-tune with good nutrition
and all parts are operatihg well, nd you are exercising and doing
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everything in balance? Can we promise kids a great "high" from
being physically fit?

Mr. SIMMONS. Just give me a room, and give me a stereo, and
give me 100 kids, and the answer is yes. The reason I think chil-
dren turn to drugsthere are many reasonsbut I think that it is
an insecurity and an emotional problem, and I think it is because
they do not feel wanted.

It is like years ago, when everybody was smoking, I was too busy
making souffles. But as a child, smoking at the age of 8 or 9 was
very "in" in my school.

I think that kids today need that comaraderie and teamwork,
and not to be put out because of a weight problem, or put out be-
cause they are poor, or put out becalm: they are black. I think that
most kids today have never reached that fine-tuning of a natural
"high," because they have never combined exercise and nutrition
properly.

So the answer to that question is absolutely. In every city I go to,
I ,go and visit a high school. And that is hard for me, because re-
member, I was the fat kid in grammar school and high school that
got beat up all the time. So just walking up those stairs and facing
500 kids in a room, who look like Cindy Lauper, is a bit frightening
to me. But once the music goes on -and I teach a 45-minute exer-
cise class, and then I teach a 45-minute nutrition program. And I
show these kidsI go to autopsies and I take picturesI show
them hearts with fat all over them; I show them overweight peg pie.
I do interviews with overweight adults who have gone to college
and cannot find a job. And I say to them, If you want to do it right,
you combine these three thingsthe motivation you need for every
part of life, the exercise which your body needs, and the nutrition
which the inside of your body needs. They will get a natural
"high." And the exercise and nutrition programs combined will
give them a better high than a drug will ever give them.

Senator HAWXINS. I want you to meet Dr. Ash Hayes before you
leave. He is on the President's Council on Physical Fitness. I think
you would make a great member of that Council because of your
enthusiasm, dynamic success, and dedication.

You have with you a young man that I would like you to intro-
duce, who has a great success story to tell us, also.

Would you like to do that, Richard?
Mr. SIMMONS. Yes.
This is Elijah Jones, who is from Hattisburg, MS. Elijah was 500

pounds.
Senator HAWKINS. 500 pounds?
Mr. SIMMONS. And through good nutrition and exerciseno pills,

no shotsElijah has lost 300 pounds, and now works with me,
going to schools, going to colleges, going to grammar schools, tell-
ing his story and giving children hope. And I am very proud of
him.

The reason I brought him is because everybody can do it. There
are not that many children who are 500 pounds. Everybody can
lose weight in the right way. Everybody can exercise. There should
be no competition. There are no prizes.

So when Elijah can do itand I travel with 4 or 5 people who
have lost anywhere from 100 pounds to 300 poundsand I say to
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the kids, "Please, if you want a candy bar, have it once in a while.
You cannot live on carrot sticks and alfalfa sprouts. If you want acookie, have a cookie once in a while. But your mainstay should be
your chicken, your fish, your fruits, your vegetables, the steaming,
the grill. Ski) with the fried foods."

And these kidsthey change. It is as if something happens to
them, because someone cares enough to say something to them and
make it real. And when they see that people have lost this weight,
they know that they can do it, too.

Senator HAWKINS. Do poor kids have the same opportunity?
Mr. Sumo Ns. Yes. I was a poor kid. I grew up in an all-black

neighborhood in New Orleans, LA. My mother was a Ziegfield Fol-lies girl, out of work; my father was Fred Astaire's double, who
could not get a job. We lived in a house that was $25. a month. I
was raised next to a praline storethank God. And I will tell yousomething. There is not a childwhen you hear all of these things,that only the wealthy can buy certain foods, and the poor people
can buy certain foods, that is a lot of junk. I mean, I do not care if
your parents have money, if you are a poor child or if you are a
wealthy child, you have the same opportunities. Salad is cheap.

Senator HAWKINS. What about junk foods. Our young people feel
discriminated against if they cannot go to a fast-food restaurant
once a week or more. What is the message that we have to get out?

Mr. SIMMONS. We are never going to get rid of that.
Senator HAWKINS. No. That is America.
Mr. SIMMONS. We are sitting in Washington, DC. The food indus-

try is a multibillion-dollar industry. You know that as well as I.
We are never going to get candybars and cookies and cakes off

the shelves, and I do not think you should. We just have to reedu-
cate the consumer and maybe reeducate the manufacturers to
come up with products that are healthier.

If you read a package of Lean Cuisine, there are 72 items, includ-
ing sugar, salt, butter, and MSG. But because it is less than 300
calories, at the price of $4, the American consumer buys it.

Food has to be taught to people to be nutritious. It is never going
to disappear. We will never have that much power to make all of
that disappear We just have to teach children when to eat it, why
to eat it, why not to eat it.

Senator HAWKINS. Before you leave, could you give us a word
about the senior citizens of America?

Mr. SIMMONS. I have classesI call them "Silver Citizens".When you reach a certain age, your body changes. What you
needed at 20 is different from what you need at 50 or 60.

My senior citizen teachers really program them to eat smaller
meals, to do a lot of walking, to swim. I mean, it really depends on
the senior citizen.

But at a point when my father died, 3 years ago, a part of my
mother died. You don't get married for 50 years and not be devas-
tated when your spouse dies. My mother gained 30 pounds; my
mother was lethargic. And I woke her up. We took her to get a
physical. She saw her cholesterol level, she saw her heart rate. She
saw her triglycerides. She started walking, slowly. I mean, my
mother has arthritis, cataracts, just had a breast reductionthe
poor woman has gone through a lot.
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So we started her walking; then we started her swimming. At 74,
my mother received her driver's license. She felt so good about her-
self, so good about her body, that she decided to start driving again
after 4 years.

It is important that every stage of lifeyour child stage, your ad-
olescent stage, your young audult stage, your middle-age stage,
your senior citizen stageevery stage should have an exercise and
nutrition program available for these groups. It is imperative. A
senior citizen will become more senior if they eat right and exer-
cise on a regular basis.

Senator IlAwicnis. Thank you very much, Richard. I know you
have another appointment. I just want to commend you for dedicat-
ing our life to a happier, healthier America.

r. SIMMONS. Thank you very much for having me.
Senator HAwKINS. Our next witness is also very well known in

the field of physical fitness and diet. I am pleased to welcome a
good friend, Bonnie Prudden, to today's hearing.

Bonnie has worked diligently to alert people of all ages about the
need for fitness. She is director of the Institute of Physical Fitness
in New York City, lectures widely on this issue, and has helped set
up physical fitness programs in nursery schools, kindergartens, ele-
mentary schools, high schools, and YMCA's.

Welcome, Bonnie.
Ms. PRUDDEN. Thank you very much.
You are dealing here with somebody who is 71 years old, who has

been in this business since she was 4, who came to President Eisen-
hower in 1955 wiih proof that Americans were not just weak but
were the weakest in the world. They are weaker today than they
were in 1955.

Absolutely nothing of substance happened. What did hap n did
inot happen in the schools; it happened in the media. Every ..y in

the country now knows they have to be fit.
I saw a lot of you cringe when Richard said something about

"Lean Cuisine." Cringe again. I will say "aerobics".
What happened in this country was that since nobody knew any-

thing about physical fitness, and the faddists got into the saddle,
we immediately got things that have done tremendous damage.

For instance, 50 percent of the 30 millionregistered runners,
which means mostly nien--5 years ago are now imablo to run, be-
cause of what running on the hard road did to their legs and then
eventually, via the lep, to their backs.

We have "aerobic dancers " -40 percent of them are injured, and
80 percent of the teachers are injured, and many of them so badly
they cannot do anything at all.

We have machines, which are very unforgiving. You can't speak
to the machine, and it can be very hard on you. If you do not know
how to handle machines where would you get the information?
Owning a spa does not mean knowing about the human body.

Now about physical education, and you have to know that I was
in physical educationthat was the light of my life, it is lost.
When I was a little kid, we really did have gym, but that was sec-
ondary to what else we did. We ran to school. We ran home. The
idea was to get in the house and get your clothes changed; other-
wise, you got a lickingand get out, before somebody seat you to
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the store. Now, that was the key to physical fitness, actually. We
did not even have a radio. So what did we do? We went out and
played "Kick the Can", and climbed trees. I have not seen a kid in
a tree in years. I have not heard "Al lie, allie, in free" in many
years.

Last winter I was down in the Senator's Florida, writing a book,
and after school, although there must be 50 kids in the neighbor-
hood; only three of them rode bikes and were out. The rest of them
were in with some television show after school.

You go by the schools, and the children are all :leaning up'
against the fence; that is recess. And recess in our day was: beat up
the next kid, climb to the top of the, school, tie the sashes of the
better iressed kids around trees. -Oh; we had a wonderful tine.
Mumbletypeg off your noseI have a permanent crease here. It
was busy. And so the body was built. And then, You had to walk.
You had to walk from the time you were little. They did not have
strollers, really, and the kid wanted to get out of those things
called prams. So mothers took the children by, their hands, and
walked. There were no supermarket baskets for riding up and
down aisles.

What happens today is a kid is born, goes home, gets into a crib.
They take it out in the morning, unwrap it, wrap it up, wash it,
stick it into clean clothes, put it in a high-chair, stuff it full of food,
put it on a toity-seat, where it site another 20 minuteslittle dif-
ferent expression, but there it isout of the toity-seat and into the
baby carriage and out into the fresh air which you cannot find. It
comes home at noon, is unwrapped, wrapped again, stuffed into
bed, and you hope it will sleep until 3. At 3, o'clock, it comes out of
there and goes into the stroller. And by the way, when you go
home from here, look who is in strollers. The children are big
enough to push their mothers. They get down to the A&P, or what,
ever you have in your town, and they are lifted into the baskets,
and there they sit, reaching, all the way down the aisle. Finally,
the mother reaches for something to shove into the child's face, be-
cause if there is something in the mouth, no sound comes out. Then
both child and groceries go back in the stroller. At home the
Oxydol and the oranges go in the bin, and the kid goes in the play-
pen.

Now, if anybody in this room planning to have a baby, I will tell
you what to do with the playpen. You push it into the middle of
the room; you babyproof the room, which means you put anything
breakable out of the way, you get a good book, and you get in the
playpen. You stay in the playpen, and give the kids the room. They
crawl around, make noise, bang things, move and build their
bodies. And that is how you start kids.

You start newborn babies with exercise for newborns, not in
schoolthat is too late. The first 6 years of life are the most impor-
tant years. The minute that baby comes out begin the program
with "open your arms, dose your arms, up with your arms, lei's
move to the legs." Then, every time you change a diaper, do 2 min-
utes of exercise. You will get a healthy, happy, relaxed child. Stay
away from playpens. It is harder, of course it is. But both mother
and baby are the better for it.
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When they go to school, they are 6 years old, and the foundation
is in place.

they
whole birth process plus building the basics, can be

done well or badly hi most nursery schools, it is all cutting and
pasting. And you should see them. If they go out; they are like
geese. Somebody shoos them out from behind, and they kind of
flutter around out there, and then somebody shoes them all back
inand if there is a heavy dew, they will not let them out.

Then they get to first grade. Eighty-five percent;of the kids in
Palos Verdes in California (California of all places!) flunk that.
silly little test that I showed you in this piece of material. That test
is a medically valid test. That is health-related; and first 'used in
the 1950's, It tells you something horrendousThe person who
cannot pass the test, will almost, certainly get. back pain. There are
four simple tests for abdominal, back and Maas muscles. If you fail
two, you are almost assuredly emotionally ,inyolyed, badly. Now,
somebody was talkirg about the, "high" people get from running,a'
and Richard said yes, if the nutrffica ut ktfht and they, exercise. We
who are. now older were "high" all the time. We rolled down hills,
we ran around in the wind: We did not know why we were dbing it,
we just felt like doing it and it was wonderful. I now believe it with
healthy. I do not see kids doing that anymore. They never trt the
chance to do cnything active. They are unfit, unhealthy, and feel
badly. How is being unhealthy related to drugs?

If you do not feel good, and somebody offers you something pink,
blue, or green, you take it. Maybe you will feel better, or at least.,
you will feel different.

Alcohol? Alcohol is a lift kids think. Why" do you need a lift?
When I was in school, the big deal was to smoke some kind of weed
out behind in the backyard. It did not have much in h. It W.?.
mostly cornsilk; it was terrible. But of course, then, you got ahold
of a cigar and got very sick and got cured. Today kids don't get
cured. Bigger kids help them to go on to bigger drugs. Safety lies in
feeling good.

But what have we in school? We are now 6 years old, and almost
everybody is a mess. The tests that my people did in September
and I gave you, were done in a hurry. tRIbc, -.ettng into schools was
very difficult because classes were just st4.---tmg The failure rate is
up, around 63 percent from 58 percent in the 1950 testing. And the
first graders back then had Et 54-percent failure. When they got out
of school, after 12 years of physical educatimi, they were 52 percent
failure. It has not changed for the better.

President Kennedy said, as Richard said, and rightly, we must
have physical education every day. Kennedy said 15 mintues a day.
That was all he wanted. But where are we going to get the ter.ch-
ers? They do not know how to teach exercise. Why would people go
in fcr aerobic dance, with no warm up, with stretch exercise as
warm up? Why would they go in for 4umpin3 up and down on
cement and ruining their legs and ruining their backs, if they
knew a good exercise from a bad one? They do not.

In school, ask any American girl how she likes gym. It used to
be, "Yuk.' Now, it is "Gross." They hate it. And American girls, as
I say to you in this material, menstruate 9 months out of the year,
becaus,-. if you have an excuse that you are mer..struating, nu do
not have to go to gymwhich is ridiculous, because it does not
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make any difference. But if you go to gym for something you hate,
you will escape it if you possibly can.

In the forties and fifties I had tested all over this country and
Europe and tests cane in from India and Japan, and other coun-
tries. They merely showed that we were the weakest in the world.

One time I went to Texas. Texas looks great. They were fanrus
for long-legged girls, all in white uniforms. And I was with the su-perintendent of schools, in an enormous gym. Teenage girls were
playing volleyball in several groups, and it looked tremendous.
There was lots of noise, people jumping up and down. Wow. It.
looked like all kinds of action.

One girl bad a blue belt on and it set her apart from tne white
blur. I said, "Watch her." She served once into the net.,She got theball back. She served it -over. Somebody spilitt.d. it: Somebody
slammed it. And she moved over. OX. Each girt had 10 minutes on
the court. In the time that that blue-belted girl wason the cour
she went out and got the ball, three times, she hit the ball once,
and then everybody changed. *She did virtually nothing, the pro-gram was worth virtually nothing. You can get more exercise in
the stacks in a high school or college library than you can on the
gym floor. You do not even get sweaty enough to take a shower
And most marking is done on whether you took the shower"- and
whether your gym suit is clean.

I think you can throw physical education out now. It has not
worked in 30 years so I doubt if it will very soonwhere your keylies is with the faLnly; where your key lies is the girl, train her
and you train her children. We no longer bother with physical -edu-
cation and fitness. We do not even go to a gym class to try and
help. We go to home ec classes. We take a newborn baby, or as
close to one we can get. A film that I made of underwater babies
swimming, ?nd a record of easy exercises, with music. First we
show the newborn baby, doing the exercises. All little girls love
puppies, birdlings and babies so everybody is very excited about
that. Then you show the underwater film, with all the kidi
ming, with their eyes open. Then you giVe thein the exercise class,
and they almost die at the effort. AS-Richard said, he could take
this group here and give them an exercise class, and they would
need paramedicsI am 71; I can do the same thingsbecause
there is nothing back of today's young babies. There is nobody
there to teach them.

So, you have a bunch of kids coming into school already in need
of rehabilitation. What we can give them with what we have now
in physical education is recreation. It is a bandaid on 'a hemor-rhage.

We are offering nothing. In Zurich, Switzerland, the kids walk to
school and just as Richard suggested, they have an hour of gym
ladders, ropes, running, jumpingno 'Play. They walk home for
lunch, by law, for '2 hours and they walk back. After classes, they
have soccer. Wednesday, the whole school stops at noon, and every-
body goes for skiing or swimming, whatever the season. Once a
month, the whole school stops, and every teacher, the superintend-
ent and every kid goes to the mountains for an all-day hike. They
are about them and the teachers are trained to develop them.
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When I tested in Italy, they were 3 percent better than the
Swiss. And the Swiss were so horrified that they opened more
parks. They were that little bit worse than the Italians, and they
could not stand it. One of our superintendents said"Well, we are
no worse than any other American School!"

We are light-years from Europe, and we knew it in 1955. It was
all over America. Everyone was told. And all we have managed to
do is make people aware that something must be done. But what
we have offered has not been much use.

Senator HAwznis. So your testimony basically says we are worse
off today than we were in the fifties.

Ms. PRUDDEN. We are, we are, and we know something today
that we had not yet proven then, and that is that if you do not
have back flexibility and abdominal strength, you will get back
pain. And economically, backache is our biggest problem. It costs
us more for backachenever mind painthan any other ailment
in this country. And I could be wiped out; it could be absolutely
wi out.

nator HAWKINS. I know families are responsible for their chil-
dren, and I hate to put a lot of guilt trips on the parents today.

Ms. PRUDDEN. Yes; but we have not told them what ix) do.
Senator HAWKINS. That is right. Our responsibility is to give

them the proper information and program so that they can start
this, as you say in "How to Keep Your Child Fit from Birth to
Six"I notice this was written in 1964.

Ms. PRUDDEN. It was then revised by Dial, and is being revised
again right now, by Ballentine.

Senator HAWKINS. And young mothers buy this, grandparents
buy thiswhat do you think is the profile of the buyer'?

Ms. PRUDDEN. Grandparents, young mothers. It is a great gift to
giv,s somebody when the child is born, because the exercises right
after birth are right there.

By the way, Sports Illustrated was very interested at that time
in fitness. And we took a little boy right out of Mount Sinai Hospi-
tal when he was born. We did pictures of him every month for a
whole year for monthy exercise articles. The little boy was trilin-
gual and a fine athlete by the age of 4."

Senator HAWKINS. Trilingual and a fine athlete?
Ms. PRUDDEN. Yes; we made a deal. The mother was Spanish, the

father was Parisian French, and they lived in Queens. So the
father agreed, if Sports Illustrated paid all their doctor bills, that
he would speak only French, the mother would speak only Spanish.
The rest was left to Queens, Long Island, so the kid speaks perfect
French, perfect Spanish, and talks like a Queens kid from Long
Island in Englishat age 4. He is now probably 24.

Senator HAWKINS. You mentioned that girls have a bigger re-
sponsibility for physical fitness than men.

Ms. PRUDDEN. Well, all over the world, girls are basically better
physically. If you test in ary country, they fail at a lower rate. Any
country that we have ever tested in, at any age, they fail at a lower
rate.

Senator HAWICIN'S. Girls fail at a lower rate?
Ms. PRUDDEN. Girls fail at a lower rate, no matter what. We who

are women in this room will always fail at a lower rate than the
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men who are our counterparts. One of tae reasons is because they
are more inflexible than we are. Now, inflexibility comes from
stress, and boys seem to be more stressed.

You know, when little girls are born, to their mothers they are
merely smaller editions of themselves, but boys are special. And so
you take much better care, and you pamper the little boy much
more, because he is considered special. The little girl is just an-
other one of us. That is part of it.

The other part of it is the stress and - tension of daily Hying, and
the fact that backs become inflexible and their muscles foreshor-
ten.

The second way to ruin the body is by poor coaching, which is
almost universal here. Our coaches get a ''ainch of kids out on the
field, and the first thing they do is jumping jacksthe worst thing
you can possibly do is jump or run as a- wi limp. And in this coun-
try, they really do not know the difference between a warmup and
stretch. They do not know that a warmup is done standing. You
stand, you move your arms in every direction so that your heart
gets beating faster. When that happens, more blood goes to the ex-
zemities, and when you are sweating, you are warm. Then the
muscles are pliable, and you can use them for the sport of choice.
They are 20 percent more efficient and therefore safer from injury.

Men and boys are not trained to warmup properly so they have
already shortened their muscles early.

Girls have the babies. Probably that is one of tht, reasons nature
made them more durable. They have a serious responsibility. The
mother sets the pattern. If she moves around, the child moves
around. If she takes it by the hand for a walk, it goes for a walk. If
she watches television, that is where the child sitsfor hours every
day.

All my skiing friends have children who ski. If they play tennis,
the kids play tennis. If they sit, the kids sit.

Now, once in a while you will get a maverick. That is a wonder-
ful thing to have. The marverick child has to move and goes out
and does it on his or her own. I was a maverick with a sedentary
mother. My mother pushed me into every dance class, every exer-
cise, anything there was, I think to get rid of me. It is certainly the
answer for a hyperactive kid that can't sit still.

Senator HAWKINS. It is very dIficult to convince the parent of a
big, husky football player, that to at child may be physically unfit.

Ms. PRUDDEN. It Is not hard for me to convince her at all. Just
ask him to lean over and touch the floor, and he will be 8 inches
from it. It is not so bad when a 6 footer is 8 inches off the floor, 1.rat
when you walk through a whole school, as you will see in these
tests, and the children are 4 inches off the floor, and they are not
36 inches high themselves, that is bad.

Women understand it. They just have not been told what to do
about it. If you start a new baby exercising, the baby is so much
stronger, it is so much more delightful. It cries a lot less. It has
physical outlets for the stress of confinement.

Senator HAwicnis. The tests that you are aescribing are in the
handout that you gave us?

Ms. PRUDDEN. The Kraus-Weber test.
Senator HAwicrNs. Kraus-Weber test.
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Ms. PRUDDEN. That was originally a posture test designed at the
Presbyterian Hospital in New York City and used for sick kids. I
borrowed it from Dr. Kraus to see what I was doing in my exercise
classes, and I called up the first dayI had a hundred new kids in
the schooland I said 50 percent of these children are failing.

He said I was probably doing the tests wrong. He came and
checked. I was not. So I started, and I tested the children in the
public cchools in Ry::, NY, and they had a 56-percent failure. Then
I did ?.11 the schools in Poughkeepsie, and they had a 59 percent. It
came out eventually, with all the public schools we tested and the
Y's tested, at 58-percent failure countrywide.

Rural schools; came out at 34 percent, but priyate schools at 21
percent because somebody was paying for and demanding good
physical education.

Senator HAwangs. Tell me a little bit about senior activities. I
know we are talking today about physically fit children, but I
cannot resist, since 1, have you here, discussing senior citizens. I
represent Florida, where we have an extremely large population of
people over 65 who, in many instances, are a new life
style.

Basically, -:-hat would be your advice to ,someone that had just
moved to Florida, is 65 years of age, and starting a new life style?

Ms. PRUDDEN. First, let me say that over-50-year-olds in this
country are the last fit Americans. If you are

Senator Hatwimis. Over-50 are the last fit Americans?
Ms. PRUDDEI4. Yes, the last fit Americans. It takes 8 weeks to put

an over-50 into really good shape. It takes 2 years. to do the same
thing for a teenager. The reason is because over-50's all walked to
school. Those under 45, stop walking to school almost entirely:

But over 50, we all walked to school. We played outdoors. So the
basic body was built and honed. Birth to 6 build basics; 6 to 11
hone that; 11 is when we now start in our schools to do something
and it is too late.

I have just finished writing the book"The Over 50 Crowd"
and the over-50 person is in much better shape, generally speaking,
certainly than he or she knows.

You can ^tart then and build again even if you have let yourself
go, but you build slowly. The ideaas Richard was sayingis not
to become 30 pounds lighter in a month. The idea is not to become
an athlete in a month, either.

You begin slowly and work your way up. The smartest thing to
do is walk. Now there are all kinds of ways to walk and never with
weights in your hands. People who run with weights in their hands
eventually get terrible shoulder pain, as bad as computer shoul-
ders.

The older person can be reclaimed. They, too, need nutrition in-
formation. As far as the exercise is concerned, we have no problem
bringing them along.

I visited at the Osborne home for retired ladies at their request
when I was young, and they said, "Could we have an exercise
class?" I said "certainly." Thirty of them showed up for class and I
did not know what to do with them at first, except to do what I had
done for myself as an invalid after a fractured pelvisexercise in a
chair.
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Within 2 weeks they were out of the chairs and around-the room.Within 8 weeks their failure rate was lower than the, Rye highSchool girlie or boys' failure rate. It muly takes 8 weeks it.1 hour:aweek.
-:Senator HAWKINS. I was fascinated bpsome of your written,ma-terial, stating that we did.,notneed to, feel deprived, because. of alack of facilities with which, to exercise; that steps viereprobably as,valuable as any,tool that we could fmcr., . gMs. PRUIMEN. Asagythink

Senator And yini rec rimniendeem ycour book that, ifyou did not havisaify stes go toa 0161I6 building and go,,up anddown the steps in that building;
ts- ,MS. PRIMEIKII, t used to dk,thatizi.ii mbteriii Barbados, and themaids thought we were cratr; but we lost Weight,' :Senator Hiwinis. Explain,abouttlisketepsaAaiii:%'

4-31Ms. PROD/MN. Well, Wherijoulo !Wand doiiest'airsaor instance, you lift.1 foot-peuild -fer each of yours artd,let tie, say yó 41are going up, 10 stairs and weight 150, you Oe..,liftine27,40 foot-pounds, with one leg each steig .enid.: when yoe,are, coninig dayen,''T'
you lower that with each leg. That's 3)000, fbot4thindiirPer,40:ft'per leg. All right. You go up-onellight of staikirtWeIkeek;,atidtWci,flights of stairs eveiS, time yoU need to go tip and4,0;tii neit
We suggest to women who have a. habit of 'Putting everythOg at ,the bottom of the stairs, carrying it all-up atiiiight,40-iip everytime you have an excuse.d used to tYut my thlephone Upstairs, ,lad .(74I did not answer the one downstairs. Insteada ran ,upstiti*- toanswer the telepnene. 'Always sounded breathless aridliappk. Ptttyourself out a little bit. Every time yfriu park the car,:eor blocks'from here and walk there you iniprove yourittilacles* illy age. If
we could take the money for school buses and put fenced walkwaysalong the roadside from outlying districts, SO that children couldride their bikes, rollerskate and Walk safely to school instead ofride, they would get an hour a. day of activity they' are missingnow. ;

You spend millions on bus maintenance. You Spend millions ongasoline. You could put in walkways that 'would last. NOW 'look r*:what it would do. One-half hour of walking in the morning would
release the 'tensions that the kid 'was getting at home. One-half
hour after school would relieve them after all that sitting tithe.

If you ever want to know what hell-is going to be like, ladies andgentlemen, get on a school bus and you will discover what it isgoing to be like. Every once in a while you will hear where the
darn thing drives on the railroad tracks and gets annihilated. That
was not an accident; the driver committed suicide.

Now, if they could walk home after school, two more t
would happen here. They could walk home in safety and they could
stay after school the way they used to.

You cannot say "You haven't-done your homework? OK. Stayafter school and do it." Because *ley have to make the bus. Just
walking would be an hour of exercise a day, that's 5-hours a weekmore than they get todayat no cost.

Children are sitting 17 hours a day and I guarantee you, 99 per-
cent of the kids in this country are not, getting sufficient physical
education for cardiovascular development or anything else. 4
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It has been said that that applies-to 50 percent but it's not 50 .
percent. Its 99 perceat. We have done studies on movenient in gym,
classes. We used stopwatches training the fastest kid in n-the room,
and one on the slowest.

I watched one kid and clocked it when he moved and I hoPPed it
off when he .stopped. Another person was, doiOg the [gullet** on
another child.'

There is a 3-minute imovement aierageln iiiiiconntry per class ,
of 45 minutes: Now, when President Kennedy :biked for 15 minutes,
he thought he was *skinglot something;reasonable. He was not.
Thereas nobody that knows how to teach. ' J`I'`.?Y

That is not taught in our schools or teacher'S,colleges. I go there
all the time to see what they are learning. They &re learning *.
theory. Theory'is nice. Theory does not Make healthy kids.

If you cannot do a somm,eriault, do not. try to teach kids to do a
somersault with a theoretical lecttire. You hive to get down and
do it. If you really can't, then getsonieone to kteach it. who

You want to teach a kid to stand. on his head? Sfi:ind on your -;

head. He will.stand on his head. Any of yOu who ,ski in this ro .n
know that if you want to learn to ski, get behind a; good skiier and
ski behind hiiii. That is all you have to do. Diaciisiions- lead no_-
where with cliit&eii. ,

Teach by example. What we do not have in this country is lead-.
ership. We have no leaders, starting way, up there, in the teacher's
colleges.

Senator HAWKINS. You understand that you are treading very
tenderly around this city, where everyone fights over status, such
as how near your parking place is to your office.

Ms.'Pannnits. I do. .

Senator HAWKLYS. And I am fascinated by the numbers of young
staff members that I see every morning waiting for the elevator to
go up to wherever they are going, with their gym bag in their
hand, and 1. Le steps are near by.

Ms. PRUDDEN. Yes. A paradox:. Well, we tell all doctors to. always
take to the stairs. Medical people are at the greatest risk, physical-
ly, of any group in the country. Coniputers, right after that. -

But medicos are in the worst shape. Ninety percent of all nurses
have back pain and one reason is they walk on cement all the time.
Doctors have to stand on cement too, so they are in great danger as
well.

Leave the elevators to the patients. Take the stairs, always. And
they really are beginning to do it, because they are starting to see
that it is not the golf game, or the tennis game, or even the swim
at the end of the day or the end of the week, that is going to do the
job.

It is going to be something you have to do all day long. For in-
stance, if you work at a computer, the simple btsiness of doing arm
rotations every time you finish one single job. will prevent the pain
in the shoulder that hits at 4 o'clock; but it has to be done every
hour. = -

Senator HAWKINS. I read with interest last week'that one large
company has now retained a therapist and a choice is offered of a
coffee break, or a 15-minute therapy session for those that work at
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computers. That may be a signal that someone in the company un-
derstands the need.

Ms. PRUDDEN. They understand the need. They understand the
need but not the answer.

Senafor HAwKnis. Well, I must commend you for being a pioneer
in this field of fitness. I had several staff members come up to me
after they saw your name as a witness, and said they; were coming
to the hearing because they had enrolled children in your New
York City classes, or they attended one oryour.seminars, or they
used your books with their children. YotLalready have a band of
disciples on Capitol Hill who are spreading. your message in Con-
gress.

-
Hopefully, the parents of America will also bdisciples shortly.

It is interesting to me that we probably spend the first year of a
child's life telling the child to stand up, walk, and talkomd the
rest of his life to sit down and shut up.

There may be a paradox in our mindset. So, we thank you for
your contributions today.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Prudden and the biography of
Mr. Simmons follows:)
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BONNIE PRUDDEN,
Institute for Physical Fitness.

P.O BOX 625. STOCKBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01262
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TESTIMONY ON THE LACK OF PHYSICAL FITNESS OF AMERICAN CHILDREN

FOR THE UNITED STATES SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, FAMILY,
DRUGS AND ALCOHOLISM

Thirty years ago a simple, medically valid test for minimum fitness
of key posture muscles was given to thousands of AmeTTZ171-13ublic
school children between the ages of six and sixteen. The same test
was given to three thousand European counterparts in Austria, Italy
and Switzerland.

THE AMERICAN FAILURE RATE WAS 58 PEaCENT...EUROPEANS, 8 PERCENT

A report of that study was brought to President Eisenhower who ex-
pressed himself as "shocked" and founded The President's Council on
Youth Fitness. Under President Kennedy this became known as The
President's Council on Physical Fitness. Lately the word "Sport"
has been added to the title.

THE CAUSES FOR THE AMERICAN FAILURE

The first major cause was the school bus, the second was television
and the third, a failure by the schools to inform students as to the
basic physical reeds of the human body and how to achieve them in an
increasingly sedentary society.

THE RESULTS

The Kraus-Weber test can predict with certainty, which students are
pre, ,posed to back pain, one of the worst scourges in America. When
the Austrian Minister of Health was informed that we felt this to be
the case he said, 'Then our children will fail at ten percent because
that is our backache percentage in adults." The Austrian children
had a failure rate of 9.5 percent. Almost 60 percent of ours failed!

If there is insufficient physical outlet for emotional stress, the
body responds with tension and ultimately pain, both physical and
emotional. Both tyoes of pain almost always lead tc the ingestion
of drugs. Drug addiction is not confined to the streets.

People who feel "down," "tired," "depressed," "blue," "lousy," or in
a word, below par, often look for a "lift." that "lift" is often
alcohol.

30
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THE REPORT THAT SHOCKED THE PRESIDENT

That is what SPORTS ILLUSTRATED called our report and for good or bad, it started
what is now called "The Fitness Boom." People out in the work-a-day world began
to search for ways to improve their health and fitness. In 1930 the schools had
started to give up on Met was called "Physical Education" with its solid exer-
cise programs taken from those used by the Germans and Scandanavians. Following
Columbia Teacher's College in New York, many embarked on "Sports" for tall boys
and circle games for the "masses." "Play" became the watch-word. As a result,
graduates from the public school system hadn't the slightest idea when it came
to setting up personal programs. Not knowing good exercise, from bad, healthy from
unhealthy or productive from destructive exercise, many. ran their legs inta pain-
ful spasm on unforgiving surfaces. Having never learned a proper "warm up," they
substituted stretches and pulled cold muscles mercilessly into rags. In search of
cardio-vascular fitness, many damaged the muscular support of both, the legs.
Some, like "aerobic dancers" have been'so badly injured.they can no longer do even
the mildest forms of exercise. But who is doing that, the children? ,Certainly
not! You will see men and women running, hiking and sweatingcneachines,.but the
children, not at all. The children ride to school in buses, sit in classrooms all
day, ride home, check the refrigerator for junk food and settle down to watch TV.
The games "Hide-and-seek," "Kick the Can," "King of the Hill," and "Red light"
which used to be taught to little children by bigger children are so rare today
they are taught in college as part of Recreation.

W!-EN DOES IT START?

Unfitness starts in playpens, strollers and car seats. Nursery schools.and day
care centers augment that damage by penning,already weakened children in rooms.
By the time the child gets to real school where supposedly he or she will have
some formal physical education that child is handicapped, It could be consid-
ered "sick" and in need of rehabilitation. Instead the answer will be "recrea-
tion." In the fifties it was discovered that children entered school with a
54 percent failure and graduated with a 52 percent failure. A 2 percent im-
provement for twelve years spent in physical education was not an impressive re-
cord even then....and much worse now.

Hew muCH TINE 00 THE SCHOOLS ALLOT TO THE EWAN BODY FOR PHYSICAL TRAINING?

what is claimed and what is real are two different things. The facts are very

grim. A few years ago two researchers "observed" physical education classes from
El Paso, Texas to Portland, Maine. Each had a hidden stop watch. Each chose

one child in each class as the person to time with the watch. Two types u'

children were selected, one active and enthusiastic and the other rather passive,

lethargic and definitely uninterested. The watches were on when the children

moved productively. when they were running, jumping,playing an active game, the

watches were on. When one stopped, sat, watched, listened to instruction, stood

in line or waited for roll taking, the watch went off. The average movement

time was three -,inutes per 45 minute class from one side of the country to the

other. Gates are fine for the physically superior. They can be very discour-

aging for those with less strength, flexibility and coordination, the very quali-

ties physical education should develop. Ask any American girl how She likes

"gym." The answer used to be "yuk." Now it's "Gross." American females men-

struate nine months out of the year since that excuses them from the hated course.

The advantage in P.E. goes to the tall boy, the small boy's excuse is often

"asthma."

f,
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The "Heckler Report," taker rim the findings of the National Children and Youth
Fitness Study, sounds seveia) ominous notes. Children are fatter than they used
to be. Twenty eight percent of them have higher than normal blood pressure. Forty
one percent have sigh cholesterol levels in their blood and their heart-lung
fitness lags behind most middle-aged joggers. Ninety eight percent have at least
one risk factor predisposing to heart disease.

WHAT IS T'E TREK) AS SHOWN BY THE KRAUS-WEBER TEST TODAY?

A request we: ent out in August to 100 Certified Bonnie Prudden Myotherapistscm
who are also Certified Exercise Therapists and trained in Kraus -Weber testing.
They were asked to test as many young children as possible before the subcom-
mittee met.

It was difficult to get into the schools during their starting week, but 21
schools allowed the testers in. Many physical educators had the last word and

were delighted at the prospect. The Myotherapisrs promised to come back and do
demonstrations of both gym and classroom exercise to music. Americans. includ-

ing American children love to move to music.

The results of the tests were as expected, very poor. We have had thirty years
in which to find ways to improve the fitness levels of children....it has gotten

worse. Results differ markedly from school to school, but at this time of year

when children have been at home for two or three months, summer activity should

be an equalizer. Sadly, there doesn't seem to have been much activity. In case

one should be tempted to see different parts of the country as being more con-
ducive to fitness there has been proof that the problem is national rather than

sectional. In 1979 The Center of Parenting, UCLA Extension, in Palos Verdes, Cal-

ifornia gave the Kraus Weber Test to 500 first graders. The failure rate was

86 percent.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

American children are prevented from developing into normal, healthy people by
what goes on (or doesn't go on) at home. Before the coming of cars, buses and TV,
children walked, ran, hopped, skipped and played out of doors. This is no long-

er the case. Physical education cannot hope to cope with the problem of weak,
inflexible bodies, lack of coordination and endurance with a program of circle

games. American P.E. is a bandaid on a hesorrhage. We are in need of a com-

plete turn-around toward calesthenics, group walking and running (but on the ground,

not the road), stretching and weight training. Even if such a change took place,

it could still be undermined by family life.

THE FAMILY

This is where the major fault lies and where the remedy is to be found. The key

is the mother. The children of dancing mothers, dance. The children of gymnasts

go to tumbling class. The children of skiing mothers, sailing mothers, hiking

mothers and swimming mothers, ski, sail, hike and swim. As the boy is father to

the man, the girl is mother to the woman and her brood. There is nothing
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the matter with the American girl except lack of opportunity and training. renthe K-W test was given to girls
graduating from such schools as Rosemary Hall,

Greenwich Country Day School, Greenwich Academy, Masters and Fieldston, they
turned in a failure rate of 16 percent. Had such girls been trained then to
work with their babies....had they known

that the future fitnes., and often pain-
lessness depended on the exercises they

as motherscould provide we would have
thousands of far healthier children today. Had that same training been available
to well exercised public school girls, there would have been millions of such
children underfoot today.

Today's American children have high muscular tension, high absolute and relative
weight, higher blood pressure than is normal, a high pulse rate, high cholester-ol levels, low adreno-cortical reserve, poor muscle strength and flexibility,
poor balance and coordination, poor vital

capacity...and they lack both curios-
ity and enthusiasm, both signs of healthy childhood.

WHY ARE GIRLS IMPORTANT? ,';c

They are the ones who set examples. You don't talk a child into healthy action,
you act yourself and the child follows. If women walked they would under-
stand using bus money to build fenced-in walk ways from out-lying neighborhoods
to schools. Children could walk, bike or skate to school and get a half hour
of exercise twice a day. That would be five fuil hours a week they aren't get-ting now and it wouldn't cost anyone anything after the initial expense
which could be met from gasoline costs alone.

If girls had good bodies themselves they
would realize the importance of such

assets for their children and fight for them. There is nothing so formidable
as a woman fighting for her child's rights...whether she is right or not. It
is the business of good education to give her the right answers.

WrERE ARE THE PROGRAMS SHE CAN FOLLOW?

There are five books by Bonnie Prudden which carry proven programs that can be
instituted by any family. The programs have stood the test of tire and not oneof them has damaged anyone. They are fun and they do the job.

HOW TO KEEP YOUR CHILD FIT FROM BIRTH TO SIX (The first and beet opportunity)
FITNESS FROM SIX TO TWELVE t The last chance for realizing potentials)
TEENAGE FITNESS (Teachers are at a loss for co-ed programs...here they are)
TEACH YOUR BABY TO SWIM (The program that started Baby-swims in Ys)
HOW TO KEEP YOUR FAMILY FIT AND lEALTHY (This is where the answer lies)

The Job of making people aware of the need for fitness has been done. Now they
rust be shown how. The family is the teacher, the home is the gym and the play-
ground...the program is available and the media, especially TV can be the cheer-
ing section. Today THE AFTER FIFTY CROWD are the last fit Americans because
they walked to school and played out, of doors. We can start there.

54-380 0 85 2 33
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Kraus-Weber Tests
For Muscular Fitness

e
These six test i of key nittscle;groups

represent the raittilnaITt.
.perforiiiarce-neCessary,for
healthy living.' (Fifteenyear ft
study on patients liith,low
back pain. Hans Kraut.)
Barbara Stinasoq, Savraie'
Gaston.

TEST VOR ABDOMINALS
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This graph illustrates the incidence of failures to pass thesetests. The high incidence of failures in our school childrenfrom six to sixteen indicates their low muscular fitness
ts compared with European counterparts. Difference
between these groups was the lack of physical activity in thelife of our children. The European were forced to a muchgreater degree of physical activities since there arc noschool buses, no mechanical aids, no passive entertainment
available. There was no physical education at all in one ofthe European groups. In spite of it. physical activity ofevery day living was enough to keep them in good physicalshape.
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Over 40% of our children fail flexibility teat. Lean than 8%fail in Europe . (H. Kraus. B. Prudden (Iiirachland).
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PREVENTION BY SCHOOLS

1111110 'MEAD OF SCHOOL
MUSES PROVIDE

W ° o rAfEWAYS

PROVIDE MORE
TINT TOR
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

STRESS FORMAL EXERCISE
RATHER THAN PERMISSION GAMES

PhyBical activities in schools should be increased. Formal
exercise should be stressed rather than permissive games.
Safeways should be provided instead of school buses.
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TREATMENT BY THE DOCTOR
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Muscle tests should be part of evaluation of our patents,
BalanCe between intake and outlet Should be attained by
increased physical activity not be rest or diet alone.,

Physical activity and exercise should be prescribed
whenever indicated.
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RICHARD SIMMONS

CX:
BIOGRAPHY

Richard Siamons' name is Ononosouirwith health and happiness.

He's the country's most energetic, dedicated and vibrant fitness

motivator. He,pro motes and personifies daily exercise:, proper

nutrition"and a positive attitude.

(.7,1
Standing at 5'8" and weighing in at a lithe 137 pounds, Simmons

is a living testament to his "Live -It" program (as opposed to "diet":
0,3
1.44 "Look st the first syllable of diet - now, is that any vsy to Inspire

anyonsif") Such was not always the case. Simmons tipped the scales

at 200 pounds by the tender age of 15, and had reached 268.by 19.

In 1968, while studying in Italy, be found a note from an anonymous

friend on his car vindshieldt "Dear Richard: Pet people die young,

pleas* don't die". This prompted Simmons to crash-diet and lose 130

pounds in two and s half months, where he wound up in the hospital.

This drastic incident made Richard realise the importance of not only

losing weight but how to do it the right way, leading to his exten-

sive research into health, nutrition and safe ways to lose poundage..

In the early 1970's, be arrived in California and hetes' asitre'd

at Derricks Second Floor, a posh Los Angeles restaurant. The overeating

be saw there shocked him: "People had positively no idea what they were

doing to their bodies. I said, "This is self - destruction time. I can't

feed people this stuff." So in 1975, with a few investors, Simsons opencA

Ruffage, the first restaurant in town with such an extensive salad bar.

As the host, be would use benign intimidation and positive reinforcement

to help make losing weight fun. Patrons of the restaurant soon included

such well-known personalities as Barbra Streisand, Cheryl Ladd, Diana loss,
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Henry Winkler, Dustin Hoffnen, Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward. Soon

he would..tranform the back part of the restaurant into an tiercise

studio, leading to the first Richard Simons-Ansto0 Asylum exercise

studio. fi

With 65 Richard SIUM01411 Anatomy Asylums across Eke country and

40 more to be opened next year, Richard found the perfect'Vlace to

teach his philosophy about exercise. Not your stereo-typical,aingles
s.

bang-out, the AUlteal /aryl:use stress the Simmons" philosophy and pleV-

petuate the gendine concern for real people with real' Weight problems.

Individuals with extreme weight loss needs may not be accepted at other

exercise studios get the energetic encouragement they Moiety* meet time's'

goals.

Next, Simmons hit the television talk show circuit, where sppeail

antes on such programs as "Real People" and "NEC Magazine" introduced

his outrageous sense of humor and common-sense approach to fitness to

national audiences, prieetime as well as daytime. leeinnine in 1979,

he made regular appearances as himself on "General Hospital". The

country was soon catching on and Richard found himself being profiled

in such leading national magazines as "Tice", "N k", "TV Guide",

"People", "Us" and many more, all leading to the "Richard Sienons'Show"

in 1980.

The four-tine Emmy Award winning syndicated television show was

known for its unique presentation of topics ranging from health, **artist'

techniques and nutrition. Infusing the staid TV exercise forest with

his own mirth-with-a-message approach ("if T. can keep my buffing pupils

in hysterics so such the better. If were sling to have healthy bodies,

let's have fun doing it"). The Richard Simmons Show ran for almost four

years before being sold to Life-Time Cablz wLere it can be seen twice a

day across the country.
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With the success of his daytime television show. Elektra-Asylum.

Records released a special album of exercises with original music for 1.;.-,

people to exercise to Richard in their home. The *lbws titled. "Reach"

by Richard Siumhns sold over a million copies.

Simmons has written three beat scaling books on exercise and nutri-

tion. In 1980 "Never Say Diet" was released and sold over r million

copies in hardcover. That success spawned the sequel., "Never Say Dier-

Cookbook" and again reached the 01 best seller lists. In 1983. "The,

Richard Simmons Better Body Book" was released and imiediately hirthr

best selling charts. Ever innovative. Richard!. next tome for Warner- 3

Books entitled. "Never Say fou Can't Exercise". is written for peoplr

with disabilities who. prior to now. have been virtually ignored by

fitness experts. Royalties from both Warner Books and Richard Simmons

Books will go to The Richard Simmons Reach Foundation. set up to build.

and staff exercise studios for the handicapped In major hospitals across

the country. The first being Orthopedic Hospital in Los Angeles,

In 1983. Richard made his first exercise video titled. "Every Dsy

With Richard Simmons Family Fitness". released through Earl Home Video.

Because the tape went platinum. a second tape titled "The Stomach Formula'

by Richard Simmons was released and wont gold. A third tape. "Get Startec

was recently released combining nutrition and exercise for the over-

weight and out of shape individual who currently doesn't exercise.

In the meantime. Simmons found that while a woman who wit, over a

size 16 was losing weight. she could not find anything to wear. thereby

showing another area that was ignored by clothing manufacturers.

"Advantage by Richard Simmons" was created for the big girl. It's a

line of spectator and sportswear in addition to exercise veer now selling

in over 1500 department stores across the country. Sites go from 16 to

44.
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A second line, "Curves", budget priced for Montgomery Ward, will

be coon out. ("We don't throw you any new one we just take care of

the ones you have.")

The project that excites Richard the most however, is the Broadway

play he is developing and in which he will star. The play is called

"LBS.", a musical about life on a fat farm, sort of a "Chorus Line" of

health. It's about 10 people who cone to visit and lose weight. The

musical promises to inspire laughter, turn and hopefully a batter under-

standing of people.

The thread that runs through all of Richard's activities is that he

cares. Me best explains, "At 15 years end tipping the scales at 200

pounds, I was the last chosen for an athletic event and the first in line

for lunch. I don't think there has ever been anyone like at before...

someone who tells people what it's like to be fat and then tries to help

them. It's Important to me that in xy lifetime I can sake x dent on the

weight problem. That's why I'm here."

4
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RICHARD SIMMONS ESTABLISHF.S THE REACH FOUNDATION TO FUND

EXERCISE FACILITIES FOR DISABLED IN HOSPITALS AROUND THE COUNTRY

* * *

SIMMONS TO CO-CHAIR FOUNDATION WITH ROBERT M. SLOANE, PRESIDENT OF

L.A.'S ORTHPAEDIC HOSPITAL

*

Physical fitness expert Richard Simmo...s has established the

Reach Foundation, to provide for exercise facilities for the disabled

in hospitals around the country. The first workshop will commence

in Los Angeles at the Orthopaedic Hospital, January 1985.

This is a privilege I've been waiting for," states Simmons, "to help

patients change their disabilities into capabilities."

The Reach Foundation will receive fundina for a nationwide

program via royalties donated by Simmons and his publishers, Warner

Books, frost his forthcoming bock, Never Say You Can't Exercise, to

be published in 1985.

Facilities built under the auspices of the Reach Foundation will

resemble. Simmons' successful chain of exercise studios across the

courtry. Classes will be offered fren of charge to patients in the

hospital, as well au outpatients. Gymnasiums will be staffed by

instructors who have overcome their own dikabilities, and who will

work closely with profes: anal physical therapists in each hospital.

In Never Se!, You Can't Exercise, the firre comprehensive laymen's
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guide to exercise for the disabled, Simmons maintains that disabled

people should no'.. be spared from strenuous exercise. "Fvercise is
good for you. It makes you feel betters_ but most importantly, it

makes you feel better about yourself, If a person with a disability:,t

doesn't use the parts of his body that work, additional health

problems can develop."
s

Simmons, in his, fourth year AsHational,Spokesperson for ,t

Spina Bifida Association of America (spina bifida is the most common

disabling birth fect), has devoted a great deal `of personal tiMe,

to working with children afflicted with this and other diseases.

In his travels across the country, he visits hospitals spreading his,

special style of good cheer and hope. From these experiences came

the dream to establish the Reach Foundation.

Robert M. Sloane, president of the Orthopaedic Hospital, expresses

his vote of confidence in the project, "Orthopaedic Hospital is proud

to help develop this program for disabled children and adults. We

look forward to lending our expertise to other hospitals across the

country."

The Reach Foundation's Board of Directors is working closely with

-their Professional Advisory Committee made up of a dozen health 4

professional and uoctora. Larry Apodaca, L.C.S.W., a social wdr.qr

at Orthopaedic Hospital has been nameA director of the Reach POundation.

# 0 #
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,,,,z Senator ilawxzza. The next panel will-be composed of iii, Rich- , ;,
,;:t.,,-

:.,...

and Schieken, a pediatric cardiologist, from the Medical College of ,
Virginia, and Dr. David Harsha of the Louisiana State University

,Medical Center.'
Both of these gentlemen have been very active in research into

the healtb-consequinces of children who are obese. I Welcome, You
both to todayli hearing. , '' 1'4- ' ' -..ei...;

Senator Illtwzmge. Dr. Schieken, would yOu like iogofirsd ... ,.
. ." h... , '

SCHIEKEN, PE.6 'dimSTATEMENT -OF DR. RICHARD M. , , IATRIC I.
MAOIST, MEDICAL COLLEGE-:OF VIRGINIA,REPRESENTiNG .,,,;;:a.
THE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION AND DR. 'DAVID_.W. 44,_,-;
HARSHA, ASSISTANT FROFESSOR,AT MEDICINE, LOUISIANA, 110;4.
STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER ':'," '.''

''Dr. SCRUMS:N. Thank you very much, Senator HaWkizis. 1 am Dr.
Richard Schieken, professor and chairman of the division of pediat-
ric cardiology at the Medical r'illege of Virginia, and today; I

P, appear before this subcommitt. on behalf of the Ainerieati Heart., s
: ,... Association as a member of .qt, AlsOciatiOn's Council on Cardid-'.

vascular Disease hi the Young.
I wish to commend Senator Hawkins for holding this hearing be-

cause I, like many others, feel that the health of this country lies
with America's youth. sr

Approximately 44 million Americans have one or more forms of
heart of blood vessel disease; nearly 50 percent of all deaths are
due to these cardiovascular diseases, and nearly one-fifth of all per-
sons killed by cardiovascular disease are under age 65. - -. ,

Heart attack, the leading cause of death, caused more than a
half million deaths in 1982.

Atherosc.erosis, the underlying cause of heart disease and stroke ,

is a disease of many causes. While not everything is known about
this, scientists have identified several personal characteristics or
traits which increase an individual's probability,of heart disease
and stroke, and these are referred to as "risk factors."

Some of these cannot be changed, but Others really must be
changed. Those that cannot be changed: obviously, are heredity,

--1-74sex, race, and age; but major risk factors that can be changed are
cigarette smoking, lowering blood pressure, elevated plasma lipids,
including cholesterol.

There are contributing factors such as obesity and the lack of ex- tiv,
ercise that we have heard so much about already this morning.

Until recent years, efforts to identify risk factors were focused on
Aadults. Now more attention is being focused on identifying risk fac-

tors of coronary heart disease in children, so that preventive meas-
ures can be introduced at a stage when they are most likely to in-
fluence the underlying disease. 44

These measures also influence habits that will extend into adult- ,1
hood and reduce the risks of developing disease as an adult.

.-

Today, I would like to focus attention on elevated plasma lipids,
nsespecially cholesterol, exercise, and cigarette smoking. There is

general agreement that atherosclerosis begins in youth and pro-
!.4gresses through young adulthood, even though the symptoms do

not appear until middle age or later.

.
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Senator HAWKINS. What age would that be? J have heerct.the''
statement several times, that it begins in youth. .., . -'--t, ...

Dr. Scanaum. When do symptoms normally o'ccui- in coronart-.4
heart disease? - .

,. .. ,

Senator ILtwiaNs. Yes.' - . NV--A-.Dr. Sconacm. The symptoms that are recognized-,:as 'WWI* find--
shortness of breath, pain, et cetera, in'the.ciiest, lost conimikilk
occur in the 1950's, rnid- 1950's. We-would' Oansider.an indiiiidual-
who had disabling, symptoms of coronary heart ilke4e,.bef9it.80
55, to be prematate. - .' ,,..-. y': ,e".:- '''...:41.,;'. ---

SenatOrlikivings. 'Mak you. EiiiiiiettheIeranterrti ,

Dr. Schieken . CertaiiilY. Numermis Welt=chnt-..:011ealetiitheelein 16
onstrate that, tioisma lipid Or fat leVelff.txdribe thoiged'iii indiVid- . f---,.,

uals by changing' the amount of animal fat, and vegetable fieand-
cholesterol fat in the diet.

That is, by loweiing animal fat and increasing thiquisatitrated=
vegetable fat. It has not been demonstrated directlYby.aroproliiiatez'k
ly controlled studies, whether or not dietary modification
dren will alter the incidence of coronary heart dileasciiiliterlife
It is just too early to know at this point. 'HoWeieF_,',

.142dence supporting a reduced incidence of coronary heartdisliaeln
individuals with lower plasma, cholesterol leveltitstieng

As a matter of fact I would go=on to saithatlhe recent coronary..;
prevention trial, primarilrevent trial, ,shoWed that individuals ;
who had high cholesterols, who loviered theii cholesterols,.went
to decrease their risk-of coronary

So we can make an. even strongeistatiiiientlhat ;links the cow
cer that children with lower 'Pleimia who go: on
to continue as adults_ tith lower pla& choleiterol levels, will do
better and have a lower incidence of 1-oronaryheart dieeeie.

The recommended diet appears to besafe:for all healthy children
beyond infancy, and can'be expec*IO effect a modest rediiction in
total plasma cholesterol in most.

.It is a practical and effective way to achieve important proven.:
tive measures.

In addition to the widespread pu blic health measures, I would
like to recommend that the diet should be strongly urged for chil-
dren of families with a frequent history of coronary artery disease.

Additionally, regular exercise is beneficial to both children and
adults. A major goal is to. develop in the child a desire to maintain-
a physically active life style that will persist through adolescent
and edult years. These exercise habits should lead tok,the develop-
ment and maintenance of a healthy and efficient cardiovascular
system.

Regular exercise may reduce other cardiovascular risk factors.
Specifically the exercises which best achieve the requirements for
cardiac conditioning include jogging, rowing, stationary cycling,
swimming laps, skiing, basketball, calisthenics, handball, racquet-
ball, soccer, squash, tennis, and walking.

Children divide their time between home and school, and that
where habits are formed. Since parents and sibs serve as the major
role model of most children, good exercise habits should be present
in the entire family.
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There are two arez.s. the school can help in establishing* habi- taof
regular Conditioning eiercises:Health'educdioii 'should:be meririat-.,
tractive,, interesting and informative for-children of differing agee :
and activities during physical eductition,perked should be. rhythmic,
use large _muscle groups and should be sustenedfai.412,:adequate
period of . tr4:,v.::

More emphasis should be _placed onleerlorgAireakilliploriiorta
that people will continue as life-long activities. Thera are, after,alt
only 40.leids-iiveirahool; sometimes, of 6,000:glitter. e-Ori:thrkfOot;-:
ball team, and that leaves a lot of kids atitiwthOtaiitls,aitting and
watching, rather thanA3artiCipatingjn.ry thane enjoyiand,
that they eturconiiiivamlaterlifeth, .14

One of our major problems of course is cigarete,smoking ;which
is by far the leading aVoidable4arisq of death theInited States
today. .

A large majority .of adult smokers begin the:444 before 21,
and smoking habits in youth appear to deteireine
rette cOnsiimption. ',

Kids *in experimenting with cigarettes somCwlier rouii
sixth grade. They do not really become snrkers,....hab. Ltuars71,
until the junior and senior year of high school, 77..*7.1791i41!,become habitual smokers. igibig.,..behit:i36-rAkelnldren and -44,e,.So we have learned a lot 19391*131.-4..

.-1) ethiy,ekieugh.'lc. that we can change itg we berigt-P.
Since 1968, there. haelreaka decrease iii:smokIlicamong:adOles.:

cent males. However, in spite Of this, sv0,11liercent-of males ere '-
smoking in 1979 and smokinif rates :anif ong:adolescent 'fekalete in
creased oVer the same_perio& , '

In addition, tied with this I pm:shin:illy heliive=rand this it nota
posture of the AMerictin Heart -Aseoefationlhat 'ono, orthel'ea7
sons that women, yOung iire.rimftlfing,41haftliayere jmiv
cerned about weight, and smoking does appearlio decreasetruf ap-
petite, and I think this has to bi; dealt With.lieadon7that children
can learn nutrition, they can learn exercirjerthaY
maintain an ideal weight for themselves Witliiigt-haiineto,go to
such an abusive habit as smoirink.

Smoking by parents, olderaiblintei, and close friends all::predict
smoking in adolescents. Smoking byyarents-frind older .siblings, in
particular, carries the incorrect, inappropriatepand dangerous mes-
sage, that this is a desirable activity, that itrir away of appearing
mature, and that smoking is a way of ieleneingehgerfr-

One in four regular smokers die prematurely frota smoking.-It is
therefore imperative that the Ameriarn, Heart Association and
health care providers establish smoking prevention as a top priori-
ty.

Given the marginal success of most smoking cessation programs
for adults, we are beginning to do better with this but there is a lot
we can do.

We feel that prevention of new smoking among adolescents pre-
sents the most promising and most effective strategy for eliminat-
ing this major public hearth problem.

Now, American Heart, in recognizing the importance of estab-
lishing heart healthy lifestyle behaviors early in life, and the po-
tential for health educt. on targeted toward preschool children,
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has developed a heart health education program designed for 'Use
in 3- to 6-year-31f children. The PriitranA, called-theXearkyreas-
ure Chest, which I understand you have received, is toinposed of a
curriculum guide for teachers, five 'Seat 'NOtes'f. newsletters for
distribution to parents;Ofid:a collection such
as tapes, posters, games, etcetera, fOr,Clagirobniculie.,:4i

The preventive heart MalthIctuitcyl*COnidikii of tee special
teaching/leariiing,modUlei.46geitweienteaSk3444,v-4 4

The three- modulett'are enifile&f`The;Voik.-orthe4ieatt and
Ways to Ten If ItlYflealthy; "113,riiitd Activity and Best' and :
"Heart IlealtliYFOOdia:,bt,?,..-

A dompleteliet*iiroinotional:Mateidayi,including Iraining aids
for Heart Association volunteers, well elk, classroom 7
teachers, coinpjefeatthe,progrii*pielate.

The American Eiark'Aiiiiociation; -a trailblazer in the --.field of
early childhood- health; education, , also developed the Schoolsite
Program, which focuses on ages 3 to 18 to help people choosejife-
styles which can lead to improved heart health by establishing the
following

,,:"
ligart-healtbiglialsf

First. Remaining a nonsmoker throughoutlife. -
Second. Making informedOndthealthful food choices.
Third. Developing a habit of regular physical exercise and weight

control. - f 41''

Fourth. Maintaining,a blood pressure within normal limits.
Fifth. Underitanding anatomy, physiology and cardiovascular

diseases in order to:re, cognize:real, or potential problems related to
risk factors of heart attack andstrolie:-'4' .

The delivery me:Chaniamib4whichibe various parts of the pro,,.
gram reach the -classroom_teacber and ,students radii from a
simple process of making :Materials available for purchase' from a
local American Heart Association office, to a well-defined, well-or-
ganized system or targeted implementation through local. volun-
teers. .

Through programs targeted to our-youth during the years when
lifestyle habits are formed, the American Heart Association seeks
to influence the adoption of heart-healthy habits.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Schieken follows:]
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.1 am Dr. Richard Schieken, a pediatric cardiologist at the Medical College of
Virginia. Today, I appear before this Subcommittee on behalf of the
American Heart Association as a member of that Association's Council on
Cardiovascular Diseases in the Young.

want to commend Senator Hawkins for holding this hearing because I. like
many others, feel like that the future and health of this-country lies with
America's youth.

The United States boasts of advances in medical science beyond those of any
other country in the world. Yet its citizenry continues to suffer and die of
diseases of the heart and blood vessels (cardiovascular disease) at an slant-.ing rate.

Approximately 44,000,000 Mirk Ins have one or more formsof heart or blooCtv, 4:0

vessel disease; nearly 50% of all deaths are due to cardiovascular -disease
(CVD) and nearly 1/5th of all persons killed by CVO are under age-65.

-Heart attack the Grading cause of death, caused more than 1/2 million deaths
in 1982.

'.444

-r41

Atherosclerosis is the major Underlying condition of cardiovascular disease.
It Is a slowly developing asymptomatic process in which the linings of the
arteries become thickened and roughened by deposits of fat, cholesterol,
fibrin, cellular debris and calcium.

As this buildup on tho inner wails become hard and thick, arteries lose-their
ability to expand and contract. The artery channel narrows making it more
difficult for the blood to flow through. This makes it easier for a clot to
form that will block the channel and deprive the heart, brain or other organs
of blood.

When a complete blockage occurs in a coronary artery, the result may be
coronary thrombosis, one form of heartattack. When blockage =curs in a
vessel to the brain, the result may be a cerebral thrombosis, one form of
stroke.
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AtherosclerasIs is a multifactorial disease of many causes. While not every-
thing is known about the disease, scientists have identified several personal
characteristics or tralts.,which Increastan probabIlitrof heart
disease and stroke. These are referred-to as risk factors; "Sores oPtilese
cannot be changed, but others can be changed uneer the direction of a
doctor, and still other risk factors can 134vcontrolled by the Individual.
Those that cannot be chanced are heredity, soxalract, aril age. Major risk
factors that can be changed are cigarette smoking, iIgh blood'piessurs, and
elevated plasma cholesterol. Contributing factors are obesity, and lack of
exercise. -

Until recent years, efforts to Identify risk facial: were focused on adults.
Now, rxre attention is being focused on identifying risk factors of mammary
heart disease (CHD) in children so thatlireventive measures can be
Introduced at a stage when they are must likely fie influence tile underlying
pathologi: process. These measures malt also influence habits that will extend
into adulthood and reduce the risice-of developing atherosclerosis as an adult.
Today I'd like to focus attention on elevated plasma cholesterol, which is
influenced by diet, cigarette smoking and exercise.

There is general agreement that atherosclerosis may begin in youth and
undergo progression through young adulthood even though clinical mani-
festations usually do not appear until middle age-or later.

Large population surveys of precursors of risk factors for CHD in children
have established that U.S. children have higher plasma-lipid concentrations
than children of other populations In which adult atherosclerotic.disessa
is Is frequent. About 5% of 5-18 year old U.S. children have plasma cho-
lesterol levels greater than 200-220 mgs/dl.

v,
Numerous wall controlled studies demonstrate that plasma lipid/levels can be
changed in individuals by changing the amount of saturated (animal fat) and
polyunsaturated fat (vegetable fat) and cholesterol in the diet.

It has not been demonstrated directly by appropriately controlled studies
whether dietary modification in children will alter the incidence of CHD in

---
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later life. However, in adults, vidence'supporting eq....educed Incidence of
CHD in Individuals with 'lower plasma cholesterol livets is-strong. For theirs *
reasons the AHA recommends a nutritionally adequate, well-balanced-diet
reduced In fat and cholesterol content for healthy'chIldrit over the-ags of
two.

"
rA major associated benefit of these dietary. recommendations is therposeibility ....ir.,e4. v - ....-.4that dietary habits learned ID chIldhood,will Persist IntO adult life. The

reduction of total dietary intake in the obese childhood Population Is
.important. Finally, there is ther.possible benefliWillower mean plasma

cholesterol level in therchildhOod populitIon.
.,""->1' . 1-1,-. `:=":5- A/

1

.
..r.I.V.the recommended diet Is safe.for all-hialtirichlidren beyond Infency"and can

be expected to 'affect a roodist reduCtIon.ln total plasma cholesterol in most.", =2.,;11

lA

...,t is a practical and effective way to achieve-an important preventive tnea-
su re.

--f:' -..3

\The second area I will address is the atherosclerotic frisk factoe-known aa
sedentary life style. Sufficient. data relating risk factors to children will not
be available for many years, so there Is little evidence linking the lack of
physical activity In childhood with coronary heart disease later In
However, it Is reasonable that If regular-exercise (sabeneficlalrin adulthood
end If habits are formed in childhood, thin the encouragement of regular
physical activity in childhood probably shOuld be fostered:and encouraged.
It must be remembered that children's constant change's in size and
physiology should be taken Into account when recommendations regarding
fitness, exercise and exercise testing are concerned.

The major goal is to develop In th- the desire to maintain a physically
active lifestyle that will persist through adolescence and adult years. These
exercise habits should lead to the development and maintenance of a healthy
and efficient cardiovascular system. Regular exercise should help reduce
other atherosclerotic risk factors.
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Specifically, the exercises which best achieve the requirements for cardiac
conditioning include jogging, rowing, stationary cycling, swimming (laps),
skiing, basketball, calisthenics, handbal:, racquetball, soccer, squash, tennis

(singles) and walking.

Exercises which probably do little U. condition the individual include baseball,
bowling, football, golf, softball and volleyball.

Children divide their time between horn* and school, and that is where habits
are formed. Since parenttland siblings serve as the major role model of most
children, good exercise habits should be present in the entire family.

There are two areas the school can help in establishing habits,of,regular
conditioning exercises: (a) health education should balnore -attractive,
interesting and Informative for children of_ differing ages; and (b) activities
during physical education period should be rhythmic, use large muscle groups
and should be sustained for an adequate amount of time. These activities will

usually not selectively eliminate the less skilled child. These activities will
also be those most likely to be continued and carried into adult life.

Because of the unique nature of children's bodies, certain facts should be
kept in mind when planning physical activities for children. Pressure, stress

and composition should not,be placed on children and what could be enjoyable
may become a disaster and discourage continued physical activity.
The pre-adolescent lacks complete development of fine motor control and
hand-eye coordination is not yet fully developed. Skilled competitive athletics

have no place at this time. Athletic programs at this age should include total
body activities such as running, swimming, cycling and hiking.

At pre-high school age, epiphyses, are still not fused when growth sports
are beginning to occur. Soccer, basketball, volleyball, swimming are good

sports for this age group. Contact sports should still be avoided.
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At high school age, especially in the last two years, epiphyses are .fusins,
bones are becoming fully calcified and growth is *hewer. More competitive
and contact sports can be allowed, but still life-tong activities should be --
encouraged.

Physical ccnditioning to maintain cardiovascular health should become as
habitual as brushing ones's teeth to maintain good,dehtai hygiene.

Ancilastly, I'd like to address cigarette smoking which -Is by far the loading
avoldabte cause of death in the U.S; today.

A large majority of adult smokers begin the habit before the agiva 21 and
smoking habits in youth appear to determine lifet'me cigarette consumption.
Moreover, there is evidence that the incidence of both CHI) and hypertension,
one of the chief risk factors for CHD, is highest and earliest among those
who begin smoking at less than 20 years of age.

Since 1968 there has been a decrease in smoking among adolescent males;
however, in spite of this, over 11% of males were smoking in 1979: Smoking
rates among adolescent females increased over the same 'period.

Clearly, the prevention of smoking in children and adolescents should be
assigned the highest priority by health care providers, parents and educe-
tors. A promising approach involves isolating reasons for smoking in teenag-
ers as a practical means of preventing adolescent smoking.

Smoking by parents, older siblings and close friends all predict smoking in
adolescents. Smoking by parents and older siblings, in particular, carves
the incorrect, inappropriate and dangereus massager that this is a desirable
activity; that it is a way of appearing mature; that smoking can provide a
mea, s of relaxation and relief from stress; and even that smoking is a way of
releasing anger.

The most successful smoking prevention programs have been conducted in
schools and have involved various types of skill training. Technique, have
included films, video tapes, live adult role .nodels and live "peer" leader role
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models. Intervention programs using short films explaining poor pressure or
tobacco advertising and Their influence have been more effective than informa-
tion oriented fear arousal interventions. Programs using both peer role
models and role-playing have proven to be most affective of all these' ap-
proaches.

One in four regular smokers die prematurely from smoking:, it-is, therefor*,
imperative that the AHA and health care providers establish smoking proven-

.,tion as a top priority. Given the marginal success of most smoking catsiatIon
programs for adults, prevention of new smoking among adolescents represents
the most promising and effective strategy for eliminating this major public
health problem.

Recognizing the importance of establishing heart healthy lifestyle behaviors
early in life, and the potential for health education targeted towards
pre-school children, the American Heart Association. has developed a heart
health education program designed for use with three, four, five and sIsl-year
old children. The program, called the HEARTTREASURE CHEST; is
composed of a curriculum guide for teachers, five "Heart Notes" newsletters
for distribution to parents, and a collection of learning materials (e.g., audit;
tapes, posters, games, picture cards, film strips, stethoscopes) for classroom
use. The preventive heart health curriculum consists of three special teach-
ing/learning modules to be presented in Three weeks. The three modules are
entitled: "The Work of the Heart and Ways to Tell if It's Healthy," "Physical
Activity and Rest," "Heart Healthy Foods." A complete set of promotional
materials, including training aids for Heart Association staff and volunteers as

well as classroom teachers, completes the program package.

Tho Heart Treasure Chest Evaluation Project, conaucted in 1984-85, was a
planned, systematic approach towards assessing and evaluating The effective-
ness of the HTC curriculum for young children. The general goals of the
evaluation were as follows:

a) To assess the appropriateness and effectiveness of the Heart Treasure
Chest program in a variety of learning settings where the education
of s, ag children takes place.
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b) To determine the Heart Treasure Chest's utility and accoptibility as
judged by professional experts, teachers, parents and children.

c) To examine the impact of this special heart-,eurriculum on heart-health
knowledge (i.e., the understanding of "key concepts" identified with
tha program).

On-going formal evaluation of the program continues. From the introduction
of the program In January, 1985 to the present data, forty-seven of our- '
fifty-five affiliates have Indicated plans to use-the program -this year. This
has made the American Heart Association a trail-blazer inthe field of:early
childhood health edveath.n. Our SCHOOLSITE PROGRAM focuses,on.ages 3-18
to help people choose lifestyles which can lead to improved heart health by
establishing the following heart-healthy goals.

1. Remaining a non-smoker throughout life.

2. Making informed and healthful food choices.

3. Developing a habit of regular physical exercise and weight control.

4. Maintaining a blood pressure within normal limits.

5. Understanding anatomy, p:.isiology and cardiovascular diseases in
order to recognize real or potential problems related to risk factors of
heart attack and stroke.

The delivery mechanisms by which the various parts of the program reach the
classroom teacher and students varies from a simple process of making mate-
rials available for purchase from a local American Heart Association office to
a well-defined, well-organized system or targeted implementation through local
volunteers.

Our programs and materials are promoted as teacher aids for teaching healthy
education at all levels according to the local school curriculum process and
procedures. In addition, teachers learn about materials, methods and risk
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factor concepts through in-service, pre-service and cone nuing education
activities provided by the local AHA.

Through programs targeted to our youth during the years when lifestyle
habits are formed, the American Heart Association seeks ti, influence the

adoption of heart-healthy habits.

By providing materials, with content based upon sound science, which are
attractive, easy to use and have been field-tested successfully, we are able
to provide classroom resources ;for local curriculum planners. In addition,
the wide range of volunteers available to servo as resources for planning as
well as local participants as guest speakers in school programs' helps provide
support for educators interested in promoting heart health concepts In their

programs.
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legislation to require fat One_
because NO think this II theiiieelsthy *iiir thif-coni#
need in order. to inik; ir18nnd llioiaesP :,_Ka.,,'

Do diildredlave to.Wate 64'04:SRA' 4,-,4:Iklitimintlikett44; ' s'4', I
Dr, Sounonl.Yes: ruifilipT,liou-%.wirobothEtty 0 tear' ar-' 4'eAticular, we would 'tail iitterition;"tb tliep.Itib$ that, th"

in families *hose, perlilitEirparentS, Vatitertabil. grliilit ;..
may have bailie() heattdigo.aSelfe et 4 If' tv t.P.71 E.Y.404.1Kci, adi '1,

If it large fininbSt4;6 4thitOelitiveAivelsad
ease, especiallyespecially_ if Ihattiiii-eithe'litarted'hefore age 55,_thbee:Childreh
are at risk of developing cordnary0artrdiseasenaadiilti,4,140drel

These, children, should hed-therettirelklargoinnibeiAtheni
because we havean'epidenil&d,carditivasculandisAse7in tilis-eduii- ,14
trythese children; in particulahould haVitthe,it.Plasmacholes- 4
terol monitored, and should'be on.a.;-,dietthat reduceS theiricholes- ,
terol to appropriateileirialst,,,Ti ,,..4.11-- II: 1. 13. r40a-Ifi Ili 7 l`''11/11

We think that all children, all healthKAIlleScIM4011:1014.-Pug, t
to know about theie-kinds of diets", ankthatithey, lake, ORKopTia ..;and that they should'he urged, and be an optiotifor children;

I think perhaps it is a bit premature to urge a widespread public
health measure to say that all children have, to eat this, diet, but I
think that all children ought to know about this diet; that parents .

...,:v?
who are concerned about heart disease, ought to have the option of
feeding their children a healthy diet; and that in particular, we can
identify children at particular risk of developing symptomatic coro-
nary heart disease as adults. And'that they, in particular: should

._:,Q,,,have the opportunity to be able to read the labels, and make sure yt-1

that they are going to have food that has the appropriate low
amount of fat, low amount of cholesterol, and low amount of satu-
rated

..

..I

fats. So, we thank you very much for your efforts.
-;Senator -HAWKINS. Thank you. I will ask the other Senators to -.

read the record, so they can sign on as cosponsors. ,
Dr. Harsha, would you give your statement at this time. .:

Dr. HARBHA.. Thank you very much for having me, by the way. I
represent the National Research and Demonstration Center which

kloperates from the LSU Medical Center in. New Orleans, where a
iatric heart disease research program, examining the origins of ,.eart disease throughout childhood, and on into early adulthood, ..,-.,

and I have just a very brief statement to read.
During the last 15 years, the public in the United States has

..:,

become increasingly involved in fitnms and personal health pro- -,

grams. It is estimated that as many as 60 to 80 million people in

- ......- : 54-380 0 - 85 - 3
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'this -country regularly engage in lonie kind of exercise ;regimen,
and the benefits of these efforts appear to bip,increasing.,,, V-

Mortality. and.-morbidity 'from -caz;Bovescillif and related dis- ,
eases have declined steadily since t4pniid-1970*

Although a number' of fatiors'are, i6AponsibleiAkali, gee
style, focusing On fitness, iiroperodi4,,kndwieiercoiltitol, are 61*-1
.ly crucial' elements Such -lifestyle' .patterns ,.-7,6,et-eiciiii-437,1n.
stilledin Childhood. 'A tre..iietlaal

thChilsvos:16
°'*-'vifurli'thpeatre.4.-7,,HLigef*,:wglifill:t.tall/L,

1111'.

Aressireo*c"10271,3,1*6
Ill_ nary, .49. 4, 14:14This makes childhood

ing later overt cliseaseaud iniproying, 'fiofiediilt life.,
For this reason, recent reports. oprioreasea and', e

sedentary habits in children are.itub)y;iliaturbiago.
Although this may not naticinaLifeicl, any deviatIon%from.,

the healthier behavior patterns of tOdais's adults .1vili.,malie toniop;
row's adults more prone 0 a variety Of Aebilitating;end;:goetly.:La-
eases.

Public policy should therefore ,refleCt concerniSfor appropriate
lifestyle starting in childhood. Programs foi--.-leaChing
informed decisionmaking in food selection, exerciseoveight control,
stress reduction, and smoking prevention, Mustobegiii With children
and should involve those forces which shape childhood value -Os-
temsthe family, schools, and peer groups. Fiture benefits of such ,

programs may be incalculable.
[Information supplied for the record follows:] .
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Relationship of Changes in Obesity to Serum

Lipid and Lipopro"ein Changes in Childhpbd and

AdOlescence
David S. Freedman, PhD, Gregory L Burke, MD: David W. Hush. PhD: Satenur R. Sdnivatan,PhD:

James L. Cresanta, MD: Larry S. Webber. PhD: and Gerald S. 8:rterisian. MD

To assess relationships between in in triceps skirwfuki thick.
nese (TRSF) arid changes In levels of serum lipids and lipoproteins In early
life, a Nadal simple of -1.598 fire to 12 year 01411 ware neandned flee
years after an Initial examination. Significant positive correlations, controtted
for age, were observed between changes In TRSF and changes In ievelt of
swum total cholesterol, serum triglycerldee, and low- and very low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol Inverse associations between changes M TRSF and
high4Afts117 lipoprotein cholesterol were weaker, but also statistically
significant Although females showed tholargest increseaS In TRSF. most
associations were stronger in males. Increases In estimated percolate,
body fat and ponders' Index (kilograms per cubic meter) wart highly
associated with changes In TRSF, but showed slightly different associations
with the serum lipids and lipoproteins. Results show that Increases In obesity
In youth era accompanied by an Increasingly atherogenk Opoprotete
Profile.

(JAMA 198$;254115.5201

NUMEROUS epidenuologic studies
have found serum lipid and lipopro-
tein levels to be predictive of cards°.
asoular disease in adults.° Since the

Pathologies! precursors of cardiovas-
cular disease begin in youth." recent
studies have examined serum lipid
and lipoprotein levels in children" In
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addition. longitudinal stales of chil-
dren in .Botainss. La." Muscatine.
lows." Cincinnati,' and Seaver Coon.
ty, Penn." Indicate that levels of these
serum risk factors measured at one
examination are predictive of follow-
up levels (inching).

Levels of serum lipids and lipopro-
teins are related to adiposity Positive
4:rem-sectional associsuons between
various Indices of obesity with serum
total cholesterol (M). serum triglyc-
endes (TG). and low-density lipopro-
nin cholesterol (LDL.C) in both
adults and children have been re-
ported. hush- density lipoprotein cho-
lesterol (IIDL-C) is inversely mai-

and with thtsiindices."" (In earlier
reports we have used electrophoretic
nomendature for the serum lipopro-
Selma The corresponding oltramntri;
fugal nomenclature Is a-lipoprotein
tholestirol indkites 111)1.
protein cholesterol. LDLvC and ptv
6-11Poprotein thaleitero), very; low-
density lipoploteitt cholesterol

.1111.D1.1) In addition, prospective
studies iVailWe'age'd and *dolma"
cohorts have indicated that Increases
In obesity art,positively associated
with changes In levels of It. TO. and
LDL-C:"' These koigtoadlnal
as provide further evidence of a
causal relationship between obesity
and leveled wars lipids and lipopro-
teins as interindividnal variation is
controlled. However. the longitudinal
relationship of obesity to chst.sts in
strati lipid and lipoprotein levels 10
children has received little attention.

This Rude anstaires the fivt-year
longitudinal relationship, of changes

triceps tkin-fold thickness to
chanm in levels of 'M. TG. LDL.G.
VLDLC. and HD1. ia children who
were initially aged S to 12 years.
Idasitudinal relationships of changes
in both ponders) Index (Bierman per
cubic meter) and estimated percent
body fat to changes In the serum
lipids and lipoproteins an also
assessed. In addition. the hypothesis
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triceps skin-fold thickness in the
race-sex groups were as followo
whit. girl13.4 me white boys, 11.4
nog blaskirls, 139 mm; Inc( black
boys, 9.1 ram

Assiclatlans at Obasits to
Levels at Swum Variables

Cross-sectionsU correlation coeffi-
cients (atyeal-,46) between triceps
skin-fold thickness and the swam
variables were .19 for TC013 for IV,

far HOL.C, .22 for LDL-C, and
06Ior,VLDL -C. Associations of tri-

ceps skli-fold thickness changes with
changes in serum lipids and liPepro-
teidirvels v4,. owo in Fig L Levels

-of TC deMeolliirink follow -up in all
triceps skin-fold thickiess, tartiles.
primarily: beano- Of a 12.3-ing/dL
mean: detrease - HDL-C Joel&
Increases in triceps skin-fold thine!.
nos are positively related tochaagei

levels of .TCI TG,ADL4,-.2nd
VLDL-C, but oub,smeaklY to de-
creased HDL4 long-

Table 2 rives simple and pirtial
correlations of changes in nst obesity
indices to changes in levels of serum
lipids and lipoproteins. Smople corre-
lations of change. bowies ponderal
index with both TC and LDL4 are
weaker than correlations of the other
obesity Wires to these serum varia-
bles. However, tiAse Wan= are
reduced when age is controlled.
Assocations do not further change
when, in addition,:ear 1 taira0a skin -
fold thickness is controlled for. Al-
most all correlations (with the excep-
tion of those Involving HDL-C) are
significant at 6..0001 loal.'

Partial correlitions, controlled for
age, of triceps skin-fold thickness
change to sc.runt Linda and IllloPan"
teins are given in Table 3. Triceps
Skin fold thickness changes are asso-
tinted with serum lipid and hpopro-
tun changes during follow -up and
with year 6 follow-up levels. With the
exception cr.. ollowup HD1.4 levels.
all associations are stronger in males
than in females. Within each sex,
correlations are usually slightly
exotica for whites than for blacks.
Similar race-sex differences were ob-
served using either minuted per-
centage body fat or ponders) Index as
a measure of obesity (data not
shown).

The possibility that skin-fold thick-
ness change could help predict follow-

Chodhood Otorty and UPOPrOtim - wirnan si al 517
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Senator HAWKINS. How do you.measure obesity? .--,..
:CM'. HARSHA. Well, obesity can be measured in a variety of ways,
;depending on how elaborate and precise one wants to be in. the,,
7".4yaluation'...

.gottriabs screening purposes, the moitcommon measure of obesi-
olcaurse weight-for-height. It is a rough gauge orhow _lateral

6-:IS for every inch of height that one has. : -i.. ..;.,-,- .

This has several.drnwbacki., It iscorrelated.with -total obesity but
fiernit '-ilierfeet gauge, of it. .-A person, can be overweightfor one's

's-height due to muscular*, for instance,as well overt body fat.
probah.sly more accurate mass sereening tiChniqus.for doing

.-tliif is something called using , a Skin-fold caliper, md,these are
Wily readily available today:- .,

A 1, , ,. ,
,..:*, , .,,,, '

Senatorlikwitrirs. Please elaborate..4-. -..1 ,
.. .

"I ...t"-

D1 .:"Iliastiti.''A. skin-fold caliper. It is a device for measuring the
1hiCknese of a fold Of.likin at :it selected site on body, and also,
ilie:uriderlYingiubctitimeduilfat;,

. ...

1:,. -- Now there are S iome methodological issues involved with using_.

them, but I think if we across the United Stites, decidgkon a stand-
liaised methodology, the skin-fold ealiner is the most erfectiverway
'Of _determining obesity for large.groips,o0eople.

Senator HAWKINS: Are the Insurance charts: a good .guide. for
prOper weight? .-

Dr. TaxsEitt. They are generally a good guide. They are, to the
'extent that a weight-for-haight is correlated with obesity as such.

Americans become healthier, and they become healthier, and
become overweight for their height due more to muscularity!than
to obesity, then these charts are going to be lesssaluable.

The current charts are generally good indicators of obesity but I
;.' think more precise techniques should be used in an individual cir-

cumstance to demonstrate that a personistruly obese.
Senator HAWKINS. Dr. Harsha, I understand you are currently

involved in a program with the New Orleans school system, that
your program is designed to teach children about lifestyle choices,
and how to lead a healthier life.

Has the program been in place long enough for you to, give us.
any results?

Dr. HARSH. Well, we have begiin this part of the program start-
ing this fall. It is a pilot program in the school system in Jefferson

4..4 Parish which is a suburb of New Orleans.
We have done some pretesting at one school up to this point, so

the results are really very sketchy. What we have done is based
most of this program on our findings in another community where
we have simply watched the child population grow from early age
into adulthood, and this was purely a descriptive study, and from
this, we have decided that it is necessary to intervene in childhood,
and we have chosen the Jefferson Parish school system to do that.

So, at this point, we really have very little in the way of results.
We are hoping to have quite a bit in the next year or so-

Senator HAWKINS. How long is your study scheduled for?
Dr. HARMIA. Well, our current funding is for 21/2 years, and we

are reapplying for another 5-year grant, which we hope to be able
to acquire.
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Senator HAwsnvs. I believe you Were in -the rcom an
Bonnie Prudden-say that children need to: know' about nutrition':
schools. Will, teaching children, in your opiiiiazi reduce their
risk for-heart attack?

Dr. HARSHA.:Well, the basic pmble-re 'with most ethical
grams is thaptheY have stayed entirelkeducational.,Ithas
monstarted:quite adequately, that-yow-can transmit inform., anon
childrentamIthey can understandlt..Theydinb*On andiron
level that they need to do thesiktliings.- WhatifoieceSiktikAW
a step beyond that-and makesurf thattbity-areflietingAits3n4W
information -So We, need- to lxiiiyey ..mcire.thaiilsiftthaattifihOut4
heart disease, about apprOpriatenidthition-and

We need to the circuinstaiees4inderAiliiktheieliildre4
want to engage in healthy activities; and thieWq-uffeetikrafiCA4
social commitment thin merely:pat:61On

I think the wholkproceei thatWearelookini,atili-fictis:ati,
teration of society-Any one program that we, are.liliie4Sing4070-
sort- of one brick in that: of c ' Tiginethe- entire,
conditions, which goVern:ipeople'S;ChoiCeshealth,
what activitiee they-enitige c*

So, we need to go beyniidithat. We neerte.taale:heal y;_p
iors something that are attractive and fun for ,clialdriiiit,and
them the information on how to make decisions on,haw,teknieie:--fi
these behaviors. ' =

Senator HAWKINS. 'Do you know of-any computer, software-,-pro
gram that Would be tailored to fitness?

Dr. HARSHA. There are a Humber that are outbia the mark
that involve exercise to a certain degree, or certain kinds of: east
cise.

I am unaware of any that would be auitable far an education jolictif
gram of the sort that we are discussing here, althoUgh they'raay bed
being developed now.

Senator HAWKINS. And we develop information on this 'commiti
tee for the Educaticn Committee also. It just seems,-thatshice.-vikl,
are putting computers in all the classrooms, and these Children ark;
getting up watching things'happexii:sii the screen, you coulirhitiela,:',:i
great program developed, with your seal o..." approval and liartiei
tion. That way, we could educate children at a very young age.

Dr. }Imam Iftviffuld be good to involve the computer because
has been implicated in sedentaiy habits. '

Senator HAWKINS. I agree.
Dr. HANNA. If we could involve it as a positive force in,Makmg'

children aware, that would be a very good thing, Yee.
Senator HAWKINS. It seems 'a natural process. I spoke with

man yesterday who is a computer expert, and I asked him who
teacher. He said his 4-year old Child taught him how to

computer, and for quite some time, in his position in business, he-1
had all the information in his pocket, because no other adult cduld".--;
use the machinery.

So it seems to me we could focus on the 4-year-old child easily in ),

this computer age.
Dr. HARBHA. That is true. In many cases, children are mucht

more sophisticated about computer use than are their parents.
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Senator Hawxnvs. Thank- you, both for _participating in this
record, and I look forward to working with you in4the future, on a
olutiontothisproblem..
Dr.,,HAiSHA:Thank you very much..
Senat.of Hawims.:Lviould like, to note the presence in the rani-

' of Patti Dowe, who has greatfOt of recorda:calleeTitKidsr It is
'a preschool exercise program leading to lifetime P`h-yaisarfitiess.-R
is specifically designed for parent and Child to enjoy t.kigether at
home:It:really is alreat protrani. -f

Patti, r am glad. you -are,here. Patti is presentlY:CoOranator of
the Discovery Program at the Toddler Center of New York Where
she supervises 20 teachers, and develops pfograms .h fitness,

dance, music, and arCfor oyee700 Rarticipating children(,fiom ageiikmontlAo "
4We congfatulate,you for thls. 4

Our lastjmneris'coniposed, of Dr. Ash Hayes': the. Exeditive Di-
rector of the President's Council. on Physlical. Fitness ind Sports,
and our own personal Olympic gold t from Jacksonville,- FL,
Nancy Hogshead Welcome, both of Yoit. cud Dr. TraYee7wou.1004'
like to begin.

,t4 , -
STATEMENT OF DR ASH HAYES, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PRESI-

DENT'S COUNCIL ON PHYSICAL FITNESS AND .SPORTS, WASH-
INGTON, DC; AND NANCY HOGSETAD, Ff:)14DA 4-OLI:o MEDAL-
1ST IN SWIMMING, 1984 OLYMPICS, JACKS tigVILL FP- `V.Dr. HAYES. Thank you, Senator HaVikin4. We commend, you for

embarking on this effort to help improve the fitness and health of
America's children, and we appreciate this npportunity to weak to
you.

As you know, the President's Council originated under President
Eisenhower, and it was then called, the President's Council on
Youth Fitness.

Since then we have been given other responsibilities, but we cur-
rently have reestablished youth fitness as our No. 1 priority.

Before I go any further I wo"ld like to say that we have a pro-
gram that is carried out in coope,.:tion with the Junior Chamber of
Commerce, and the All-State Insurance Co., as an appropriate
sponsor, called 'The Healthy American Fitness Leaders."

This is a program based somewhat on the 10 outstanding young
men program of the JC's, and both Richard Simmons and Bonnie
Prudden have been recognized in the last couple of years as
healthy American fitness leaders.

A lot of the evidence that we have today indicates that we do
have to reestablish some heavy emphasis in this area. One other
sidelight. There are some computer programs and I will provide
you with a book that has some information about that.

Senator Hawiams. Good. Thank you.
Dr. Haws. We are involved in a computerized program called a

Fitness Gram, which is a physical fitness report card. It is a cooper-
ative program at the Professional Association for Physical Educa-
tors. Campbell Soup is the corporate sponsor. The Institute for Aer-
obic Research, Dr. Ken Cooper's establishment in Dallas, does the
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,

computer work, and this is a very successful pilot prograiig-and isi
now expanding throughout the countrAJ .

My experience has been teaching physical education, health,..isuitk
4

supervising those programs at the university level andlihe,:ptibliC;7:
school level, and I., have to say that we have to: be very.,car,efUr.-
about generalizing on the condition of programs and the cohditiiiii;
of the fitness aiicihealthof our children. -, ... ,. .:. .,..,'`,..,i.r.4-.

There are great variabillla, There are many a;cellentprograniSr
in physical education throughout the cOuntry,,.., and we...peepkrec.4,
ognize,that. .

We know that physical fitness is important in the grOitli:anif der,,,
velopment of children. We know that it is.exfremely importantAc.,:c,'?..

the developMeht of 'abilities to perform physical th4t*it-!,
have to do at work, at play, our recreation, ,ands:tt'arsciiii,a,
enhancement to health

The particular components of course, we will. not ,.. :An, ,A41 ,-,-4.,z,,'3r
detail at this time, but there are a variety of annponentior fitnesiWO
each of which require different kinds of exercise,andlliere,is neflb,
partrular exercise that will do everything for alf.of the Ompii.,.,,t

. , . -
nents. .

4The evidence is very clear, that the dev of a regular exTh -.---li- ..., ''' .. ',4:!,..;,!,

ercise program will improve the metabolism of the body hoth,in
growing children and in adults, and the ideal way to attack the fat
deposit problemI prefer to talk _about- people. being overfat or
overweight It is a little More clear descrietiOn.

We need to encourage people to recognize nutrition and exercise, °°'
and the combination of those can have a dramatic effect, and is the.,,,..,,
only way to have an effect, unless there is some biochemistry prob- .

lem that requires some other medical attention and appropriate. "."`
medical treatment

We know that t.) improve fitness, as Richard so eloquently de- .-.-,

scribed, will improve a child's self-image, self-confidence, and this ';;;s,,r
is extremely important in the carryover to all kinds of behaviors ..
and performance

We know that inactive and obese children will become obese ado-
lescents, who will become obese adults, unless there is some signifi-
cant intervention, and that takes a variety of approaches. We had ..-.-.4,--

a series of hearings last year requesting information on the status
of youth fitness throughout the country, and the evidence indicated .., l.
very clearly, that this is a serious problem, that fitness levels are
lower than they have been in previous years. -,

We are assembling some information at this time to make a com-
parison. We have a contract with the University of Michigan to
conduct the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance, which we call AAHPERD, national youth
fitness test, which measures health fitness components as well as
performance fitness components.

This test was administered in 1957, 1965, 1975, and again now, so
we will have borne very good data + o look at, on how our kids com-
pare with previous years.

Our hearings indicate that there have been some program reduc-
tions, hanges in priority in schools, and public recreation, and
youth agency programs. . ,.....,
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We know that program content has varied somewhat in reteire',.
years with the individualization of education, and providing nip
electives. There had been some deterioration on the emphasis.*
fitness in the school curriculum, and we need to reestablish4.gootLi,
emphasis.

And of course we know that kids In their 'free time are spell
a lot of hours in inactive ways which, many are very 'educatio
but not conducive to fitness. Maybe we should-attach a generatori
to a treadmill and require that rinv,while they are,revy,ii141,11P
the energy to watch teleVision. r:*

We have 'a great variety of statisticethat artiaii the report we
presentedto-you, and I will not bother to repeatall:olthat.

Last year, we had a national Conference addreasing,the,Problem:
of youth fitness with which educational groups Were involved, lid'
ratntstrators as well as physical education profesaionals, -Publia74,
recreation endyouthagency.grotips. .;4-3-4--

Out of :iat came some suggestions about how to reemphasi*
youth fitness, and, of course, this takes a variety of avenuea.,There,,
is no one simple solution.

We must make sure that the decitionmakers, the boards of ticitt-
cation, the city Managers, the school adiniitistrators, who establish
priorities, and allocation of funds, and district and city andeofinnu,..
nity policies, do recognize the importance of this in the total devel:
opment of children.

We need to make sure that the leadership is there. That the
fessional training of physical education teachers, recreational lead-
ers, and others, includes an adequate understanding of fitness, and
how it relates to the growth and development of boys and girls..

We need to make sure that-there are ample adniinietrators, su-
pervisors, consultants, who provide materials and iiiistance, to
give direction to these programs. We know a,number of Schad dis-
tricts throughout the country where there is no person available, p
other than the teachers themselves, who oftentimes have to teach ,

math and language, and other subjects, and there is no consultant,
or even a college or university person available to give them assist-
ance and direction.

And of course we know that the program itself has to be de-
signed to include the right kind of fitness, vigorous activities. -*

One minor example I would like to mention is a research study
that was carried out in which the schools decided they wanted to
emphasize fitness. They established a longer period of time to, zero
in on this important area.

,They found this time by taking it away from the time spent on
teaching math, language, and social studies. At the end of the e

study which covered grades 1 through 6, they found that the fitness
levels did improve, but their language and their spelling, and their ,
math performance also improved, even though the teachers were
spending less time on those subjects during the school year.

There is no question but that this is an important area. We need
to reestablish some priorities and support good programs, and help
describe good programs, so that people can move in that right di-
rection.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Hayes follows:]

w
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Regular appropriate exercise is t ,ignificant factor in developing

and maintaining the components of physical fitness. Muscular strength sad'*

endurance, cardio-respiratory
endurance, flexibility and lean body mass'

results from regular bouts of exercise. Exercise also plays a major' rolt

in maintaining proper body weight and the development of motor skills

and positive self image.
Cardio-respiratory endurance is developed by

continual rhymical activity performed
at eubmaximal levels. Continuous '

exercise sessions of at least twenty minutes a day provide the minimum

amount of time necessary for cardio-respiratory
improvement to occur.

Skeletal-muscular strength is developed by systematically

overloading those systems.
Muscles that are taxed more than 50Z or more

of their capacity will grow in size and strength. Resistance exercises
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can increase the strength and size of skeletal bones and increase lean

body mass. Exercise increases the bodys metabolic rate and this often persists

After exercise. For example, the metabolic rate may remain elevated for

6 24 hours after moderate exercise that lames only twenty minutes.

Extreme food restrictions causes loss of both body fat and lean body mass

(muscle). Conversly exercise promotes fat loss and increases body mac:. To

reduce bod; fat two activities must occur, increase the expenditure of caloric

expenditures through exercise, and modify caloric intake. The increase in basal

metabolic rate resulting from exercise, provides additional benefits of caloric

expenditure beyond the actual period of exercise. It is a sometimes forgotten

benefit of exercise to weight control.

Personal gains in physical fitness are accompanied by increases in

self image, confidence and motor skills. The child that is In good
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physical condition has more energy and tends to participate in physical

activities more oft:m than the unfit or deconditioned chile who tends to

draw back from activities that call for physical skills and abilities.

Some inactive children exhibit some of the health risk factors of adults.

Heart disease begins in childhood
- 601 of children'5-8 years of age show

one or more of the following heart disease
risk factors: elevated blood

pressure, high cholesterol, and physical inactivity.

A recent study by the Department of Health and Human Services reports.

that 802 of our youths physical
activity is performed outside of school

physical education classes and research shows that children at routine

play doinot exercise vigorously enough to improve their fitness.

It is clear that regular appropriate
exercise can intrease physical

fitness and cause a decrease in body
weight without alterations in diet.

Therefore, there should be serious concern about the following:
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In 1984 the PCPFS conducted hcarings on Youth Fitness in six major

US cities. The testimonies presented at these hearings were shocking

and pointed out the seriousness of youth fitness in the U.S. today.

The following is a ample of the results:

1. Fitness levels of children are inadequate, but the

real problem is that there is a significant trend

downward in performance from grade 10 on.

2. Elementary schools teach PE on the average of 20 minutes

one day a week.

3. Thirty percent of 6 - 12th graders failed physical fit-

ness tests in Houston in 1983!

4. In California, 3/4th of all public schools studies have,

terminated or reassigned physical education teachers

since 1977.

5. One out of six boys age 10 cannot do une pullup.
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6. Two-thirds of our nations youth in grades 5 - 12

do not have daily PE.

7. In 1978, San Diego had after-school recreation leaders

at 97 elementary schools; today, none!

8. Today, less than half of the nations school districts

have programs for the physically underdeveloped

children.

9. Sixty-one percent of the women in the Air Force

Academy Class of 1987 could not do one pullup and

these are the best of our high school graduates.

10. In one month, 13,000 of 48,000 army volunteers were

rejected for physical and mental reasons. Hany of

these were orthopedic problems, hypertension and

cardio-vascular disease.
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The PCPFS has designated "Youth Fitness" as its first priority.

The Council has developed cooperctive programs with State Depart

ments of Education to increase the level of physical fitness of youth

through its Demonstration Center School Projec*, State Physical Fitnesa

Champions. Regional Clinics on Phyaical Fitness and Sports leadership

training programs for teachers and the Presidential Physical Fitness

Awards program.

SUliYARY

Regular appropriate exercise programs will increase the physical

fitness of children through increases of muscular strength ,nd

endurance. Regular exercise assists in reduction of fat deposits of

overweight individuals through metabolic processes that increases

-aloric expenditure. Although the U.S. has superior physical sports and

fitness programs for some children. many are deprived of the opportunity
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to receive instruction through required school physical education

requirements. Health problems such as high blood pressure and heart

disease have been found to exist in elementary schoolage children. It

is incumbent upon the educational leaders in our country to develop

adequate requirements for health and physical education programs in

elementary and secondary schools. Many experts agree that adult health

problems result from unhealthy lifestyles that include cigarette smoking,

overeating, abuse of alcohol and drugs and lack of physical inactivity.

h Hayes

Executive Director
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Senator lawxnars. We thank you very much. I would like to stay.
in touch with you, as you get the results of those tests.

We are always happy to see you, Nancy.
Ms. HOGSHEAD. Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. You will reth embei Ms. Hogshead is the'eAb

winner of more medals, three gold and one silver, than any other1;.4,.
swimmer in the 1984 summer Olympics: This past summer, Nancy t
worked for the Women's Sport Foundation in San Francisco and is
presently a senior at Duke Universitystill majoring in political;
science and women's studies,

Ms. HOGSMAD. Yes. ---- `
Senator HAwkirisAcontinuing]. And in her spare time, she pro-',.

motes sports and sports opportunities. We are
spare

-pleased .and h911714:-/:.
ored to have you take the time to be with us-today.

- tkt ',7%-ptADo you have a statement?
Ms. HOGSHEAD. Yes, thank you. I am very honored... to he herk'-*;;;;II

pleased to be involved in something like this, and I .comniend.You
for holding these hearings.

I hope nay comments will be illuminating on some of the probiAil
lems and some of the positive things that I see in sports, or just in:A*1
being physically fit.

You heard from some of the other panelists about statistical find:. -'
ings and problems, and the nutritional guidelines and the health-III-
risks of not exercising. But there is more. 4-141'

I would like to talk about some of the other benefits of the sports
experience and being physically active.

I started swimming when I was 7 years old. Did I start swimming'
to be the best in the world, to break records, and to represent my
country in the Olympics? Hardly. When I started swimming the4-
team was my peer group. I had a great time. We went..to lots of ,

competitions together where the emphasis was on being part, of a.
team and having a lot of fun, just participating, and not on ,brealk
ing records or being No. 1.

When I was 10 years old, and just about +o ease up into another,
age group, I was very close to breaking the State record in the 100-
yard butterfly. My mother said to my coach "I am sure if you just
push Nancy a little bit, she will get the record, and that would just
be great."

And he caid: V.S

Mrs. Hogshead, it really doesn't matter right now. She is oniy 10 years old. She
will get the records, and she will get all the accomplishments later on Just let her
have fun right now, and let her enjoy, and she will stay in the sport.

That is probably the main thing I attribute to the fact that I
stayed in the sport until I was 22 years old, whereas most of the
people who held State records at that time were not around even
until they were 15 years old.

AZ'fi
Consequently, I was not a very good swimmer when I was young-

erbut I remained in the sport, and I did lucre a lot of fun, and 1 "
gained a lot of experiences by participating.

This emphasis on participation and enjoyment is wnat kept me
in the sport.

At this point, I and most other athletes must give a lot of credit
to our parents. My mother used to say, "I don't care what you do,
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but you have to do something physically active. I do not care what
sport you choose, but you have to be involved in something."

She was not always thrilled about our choices. I was forbidden
from doing double backflips on the trampoline, and my brother still
suffers a lot from football injuries. But whatever z e did, she
always encouraged us.

Representing my country in thecOlympics, and standing there on
the victory stand to receive my Olympic Gold Medal, Wasithe thrill
of a lifetime. But that medal is sot -the most important thing that I
got out of mysyiiinming careen The valuable:4041 got from
the Olympics was the lessons I learnedtwlncli:will stay with me for
a lifetime. I learned hovf-sio win, lOvleite;ihOw ne
short-term gratification for-long-term ,goals:Tlefitied fi-6%,
tion as part of a team -- whatever; is best for Nancy llogalieadjanOt
always what is best for the team. I jearned.-how_to Oils aiid ,
how to overcome setbacks and then,* on to achieve those. goals.
Most of all, I learned he* to achieve my

While very few individuals can go to therOlicrapics or can , excel
to a very high degree; everyone I particiPated with in swimming
learned the same lessons tha learned. through my swimming
career.

Young children can learn these lesstina so easily in the sporting
experience. Outside these experiences, values are net learned as
easily. Encouraging American youngsters not only .raSkes health-
ier, happier kids, it makes better citizens..

When we think t*Out encouraging youth,a: participateln
cal activities, we must also think about trying to overcome the, bari
riers for women to beituning phySically fit. In, many instances,
there are still barrient prohihitingwonien from cOmpeting-..In ,other
instances, it is simply that social customs do not encourage, women
to participate in -sports. By not encouraging women, or vy,:,clenying
them the sports experiences, nct only are they not as -healthy as
they should be, but they are denied the lessons that I spoke ofear-
lier.

This summer I was an intern, as you stated in your introduction,
at the Women's Sports Foundation, and Monday, .September 213,
was their annual awards dinner in New York City, where they
honor the top amateur and professional athletes.

We honor these athletes to provide role models -for the younger
athletes, so that a female basketball player does not have to look at
Larry Bird, necessarily; shocan look at Ann iiiyers.

And then, the Women's Sports Foundation gives media awards
and corporate awards to recognize those that sponsor a positive
portrayal of women athletes in the media and those corporations
that help create opportunities or support events for women in
sports.

There is a myth in our society that one exercises to look good
and, of course, that certainly is a great benefit. But it promotes the
myth that if you are thin, then you do not need to work out, or
that the only reason to work out is to be -thin. Greatiar emphasis
should be placed on the feelings that exercise generates, on getting
in touch with your body and developing a sense of body pride in-
stead of shame, on stress management, and being healthy. Thank
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you for asking me to appear before this subcommittee. I will ba
happy to answer any questions you may have.

Senator HAWKINS. Nancy, I know that you have exercise-induced
asthma.

Ms. HOGSHEAD. Right.
Senator HAWKINS. Could you tell us about that? = %-

Es. HOGSHEAD. Yes; I have exercise- induced asthma: And ,very
frequently, if you have something that is wrong with you,--my
mother has a heart murmur, for exampleinstead, of reallk look,
ing into it and seeing what can be done,,in,order4o participate in
sports, the child is encouraged to lead a,sedentarylife. ,T.henarents
are so afraid for the child that they clon!i seek proper me&cal
tention. So the asthmatic or the person who is. ll develops an
valid lifestyle and they do not go out and be *Ive as &By asthey.
can. v .

I did not find out that I,had exercise-induced asthma until,I wari,
at the Olympic games. My father, is a physiCian,4and my, br,other
has regular asthma. I-have never had an asthma' attack while, just
sitting here. I only suffer from acute brOnChospasms ivhezi,4 exek
cise. It can be a very scary thing. I kind of tilways kneW, something
was wrong, but was afraid to actually find out. In 1972 a friend of ,

mine, Rick DeMont was disqualified for using, an atheina ,Medica-
tion and got his gold medal taken from him. So I thoutht,eVen if I
did suffer from athsrae; I woirldn'tbe able to do, ariktlihig.ritouCit.

In my last race, I had the oppoitunity to win more medals than
any other swimmer in history, and I missed' it by seven,:bne-hint-
dredths of'a second, because I Suffered' an exercise -inaticetrris,thma
attack with 24 meters to go. I could not breathe air in or out it rill.
It was this lait race which led'Ine to a pOsiCianWh6,4:put me on a
treadmill to find out exactly'Whitt *awning,

There are medications available, such as 'Ventoliii, which do not
stimulate the heart. I could have used Ventolin at the Olympics bet
cause it is accepted by the Internatiorial Olympic Committee fot
prevention use. And I just think, if I did not knoWihat I had exer-,
cise-induced asthma, there are a lot of kids out there who do,not
know that there is such a thing as exercise-induced asthma and
need to be alerted. They need to know that with proper medication
they can 'still be very active. ,s,

Senator HAWKINS. I think it is very important that the young
people who watch you so closely understand that you can 'be, fit,
but still have some health problems. We discovered something new
about you. But you are already such a winner that one more medal
would 'not have made that much difference, at least is this Sena-
tor's mind. You are a role model, and, as you and 1,have discussed
several times, this is one of the more important Subjects as we ap-
proach fitness, because we are telling children to turn off of drugs.
We tell them "Don't" so many times; it seems to me that we must
say "Do" this, and it will provide a reward for the rest of your life.
It will result in not only healthier, happier bodies, but also 'better
minds, as the doctors have testified; the grades ge, up. Also, the
health promotion that we are trying to teach young rslople will
save billions of tax dollars as they approach a senior s tatus.,

Ms. HOGSHEAD. Yes. I think if we cculd get the athletes iiivolved
in what we are trying to do and let the athletes know that we have



a problem here. OK, "Sure, you are a great athlete, and you are
striving to be number one, but you know, you are a role model;
accept that role. How can you go and help other children become
more active in sportS?"

At the Women's Sports 'Foundation right noW, they ,openly'dis-
cuss the issues concerning feniale athletes. These athletes. are in
front of cameras and repiirters frequently andtan pass On concerns
or messages to the public. And I am sure that, perhaps with, the
President's Council on Physical Fitness in Sports; that they could
similarly get the athletes involved in trying to heyesoineetthese
programswork- -

One of the themes at the dinner was the importance of theipa,
rental role. We discussed the fact thatsverisineaatlileta :attend.;
ing the dinner has had verx, supportive -parents..0iii parents
become role models for the praents of young:,children today:13y re-
educating parents about the problems and about.liowthey can hest
teach their children about sports, theseichildienin turn will grow
up not only to be healthier and more productive citizens, they will
in turn socialize their children to be active and go out and enjoy
the benefits of the sportingexperience.-L

So I think the exposurw athletes receive is a i adource that . we
need: to tap.

Senator liswKiNs. But women have a problem in that they do
not engage in many team sports. Football, for instance, is, a sport
we are.not even built for.

Ms. HOGSHEAD. I do not know if anybody is:. .

Senator HAWKINS. But it seems to me that the team spirit that
ou talk about, developed through sports and working together, is

ited to the number of participants that can be in any particular
program. Tennis players, for instance, or golf. We have more
women now who are playing golf than ever before. But in your
mind, are there women's sports and men's sports?

Ms. HOGSHEAD. Well, it would be nice if there weren't. It would
be nice if, whatever your talent was, that you could go and do that
sport and be recognized for what you do very well..

One of the greatest events at the foundation dinner was when
Libby Riddles won the award for the Professional Athlete of the
Year. She won the Iditarod, which is a snow sled race with huskies
covering over 1,400 miles through Alaska. Not only is she the first
woman to ultra-macho win this race but she is the first woman to
ever place. Also, she is the only winner to also get the award for
being the kindest to her dogs.-

It was a tremendous accomplishment for her to have the op
tunity to participate. She is a real role model, and a role-br
Women are not in that field, and it is one of the things that women
and men can compete in on an equal basis. I do not see that some
sports are more made for women, and some sports are more made
for menno. There used to be a women's professional, football
league, which financially, it was not supporting. itself. But there
was the interest there, women wanted to play- football. Just be-
cause you and I are not interested in certain sports, we cannot
assume that all women are not interested.

Senator HAWKINS. True. Not everyone can be on a team, but the
point here today is to say that you are part of the American team



in being physically fit. These little tots who right now are sOpreoc-
cupied with "Pac- ," et cetera, are not getting the message that
they have to develop their bodies with their minds, to grow- up to
be like you.

Ms:HOGSHBAD. I think many of our youth hold, that:bodies up to
the unrealistic ideals presented in the media. They getthomeimage,,
that its not cool to sweat or have flab; 'TheY beconie 'ashamed-of
their imperfect bodies so they do not Use them, which juBt leads, to
an ever more secretary life, a More inaperfeCt The cycle is.,
self-reinforcing:A ,f,LCN

As I mentioned before, we need to, get the athletecinvolyed in-
stressing the importance of participation for iYoUth fathertIthan
being the world's best.: For example; an interviewer Willtfrequently;,
ask me, "Nancy, what message dearou haVe fOrialli those.YOung-
sters who want to be just like you?" And ItypicallyrespondaJust
have fun. Enjoy what you're doing: Learn good baiiii&viitkStrokes,
starts, and turns. And remember the world' doesn't revolve4round
your performance at -the end of the seasonZ'' The emphasis on fun
will keep them participating through their adolescent years. !Ala
program would be very inexpensive. The 'only; ,cOs4would,be +in
giving athletes information- to use whilesbeingliiteivie*ed,,

I still wouldn't want everyone 'to ,chose swimming
Currently, I believe there are more opportitnitiesthan tiarticiPants.,
At least I know of many swim clubs trying to increase their:enroll-
ment. Everyone has different skills and different talents 'Enid differ-
ent things in which they excel. I am very strong and have an excel-
lent body water sense.

I could never play basketball. I am very tall, but I do 'not haVe
good eye-hand coordination for basketball. I could never be a gym-
nast or a dancer due to other body-type liabilities. Fortunately,
swimming was available to me, and I could use the skillithat I
have to excel.

Now, conversely, what if a woman is very strong, the sport_ she
can :xcel and emoys is, say, weightlifting. At this point, it is not a
socially acceptable way fok a woman to express her athletic talent.
It is much more acceptable to be a gymnast, dancer, or a cheerlead-
er, or something like this. Of course we would never Want .f.O4place
barriers before those who chose these sports, but we need to -get
more of an open mind and realize. that everybody has diffOrenttal-
ents, and create more opportunities for woman in different areas,
so that you are not limited, by virtue of being a- woman, on what
kinds of sporting experience you can enjoy.

Senator HAWKINS. Well, we appreciate your impact on American
sports and the Olympics.. You are really refreshing.

We thank the witnesses that have participated in this hearing
today and in the very vital message we are giving to American
children and American parents. As usual, the responsibility falls
heavily upon the parents, but probably there is no stronger force in
the world today than parents united for the proper development of
their children. r believe that your testimony has developed a sensi-
tivity in lawmakers as to what is acceptable, what is doable, and
what our responsibility is, as we educate a younger generation to
take over this country.

[Additional information supplied for the record follows:)
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Regular appropriate exercise is significant factor in developing and maintaining the
components of physical fitness. Muscular strength and endurance, cardio-respiratory
endurance, flexibility and lean body mass results from regular bouts of exercise.
Exercise also plays a major role in maintaining proper body weight and the development
of motor skills and positive self image. Cardio-respiratory endurance is developed by
continual rhymical activity performed at submaximal levels. Continuous exercise
sessions of at least twenty minutes a day provide the mir"Amm emount of time necessary
for cardio-respiratory improvement to occur.

Skeletal-muscular strength is developed by systematically overloading those syatems.
Muscles that are taxed more than 50% or more of their capacity will grow in size and
strength. Resistance exercisescan increase the strength and size of skeletal bones
and increase lean body mass. Exercise increases the bodys metabolic rate and this
often persists after exercise. For example, the metabolic rate may remain elevated
for 6 - 24 hours after moderate exercise that lasts only twenty minutes. Extreme food
restrictions causes loss of both body fat and lean body mass (muscle). Conversly
exercise promotes fat loss and increases body MSS. To reduce body fat two ace.vitias
must occur, increase the expenditure of caloric expenditures through exercise, and
modify caloric intake. The increase in basal metabolic rate resulting from exercise,
provides additional benefits of caloric expenditure beyond the actual period of
exercise. It is a sometimes forgotten benefit of exercise to weight control.

Personal gains in physical fitness are accompanied by increases in self image,
confidence and motor skills. The child that is in good physical condition has more
energy and tends to participate in physical activities more often than the unfit or
deconditioned child who tends to draw back from activities that call for physical
skills and abilities. Some inactive children exhibit some of the health risk factors
of adults. Heart disease begins in childhood - 60 of children 5-8 years of age show
one or more of the following heart disease risk factors: elevated blood pressure, high
cholesterol, and physical inactivity.

A recent study by the Department of Health and Human Services reports that 80% of our
youths physical activity is performed outsiCe of school physica education classes and
research shows that children at routine play do not exercise vise., a:lough to
improve their fitness.

It is clear that regular appropriate exercise can increase physical fitn..e Ind cause
a decrease in body weight without ...Iterations in diet. Therefore, there should be
serious concern about the following:

In 1984 the PCPFS conducted hearings on Youth Fitness in six major US cities. The
testimonies ,resented at these hearings were shocking and pointed out the seriousness
of youth fitness in the U.S. today. The following is a sample of the results which
have been reported throughout the country by Council Chairman, George Allen:

1. Fitness levels cf children are inadequate, but the real problem is that
there is a significant trend downward in performance from grade 10 on.

2. Elementary schools r ach PE on the average of 20 minutes one day a week.

3. Thirty percent of 6 - 12th graders failed physical fitness tests in Houston
in 1983!
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4. In California, 314th of all public schools studies have terminated or
reassigned physical education teachers since 1977.

5. One out of six boys age 10 cannot do one pullup.

6. Two-thirds of our nations youth in grades 5 - 12 do not have daily PE.

7. In 1978, San Diego had after-school recreation leaders at 97 elementary
schools; today, none!

8. Today, less than half of the nations school districts have programs for the
physically underdeveloped children.

9. Sixty-one percent of the women in the kir Force Academy Class of 1987 could
not do one pullup and there are the best of our high school graduates.

10. In one month, 13,00C of 48,000 army volunteers were rejected for physical
and motel reasons. Many of these were orthopedic problems, hypertension
and cardio-vascular disease.

The Council has designated "Youth Fitness" as its first priority. The Council has
developed cooperative programs with State Departments of Education to increase the
level of physical fitness of youth through its Demonstration Center School Project,
State Physical Fitness Champions, Regional Clinics on Physical Fitness and Sports
leadership training programs for teachers and the Presidential Physics' Fitness Awards
program.

SINHARY

Regular appropriate exercise programs will increase the physical fitness of children
thrmigh increases of muscular strength and endurance. Regular exercise assists in
reduction of fat deposits of overweight individuals through metabolic processes that
increases caloric expenditure. Although the U.S. has superior physical sports and
fitness programs for some children, many are deprived of the opportunity to receive
instruction through required school physical education requirements. Health problems
such as high blood pressure and heart disease have been found to exist in elementary
school-age children. It is incumbent upon the educational leaders in our country to
develop adequate requirements for health and physical education programs in elementary
and secondary schools. Many experts agree that adult health problems result from
unhealthy lifestyles that include cigarette smoking, overeating, abuse of alcohol and
drugs and lack of physical inactivity.

Submitted by:

Ash Hayes, Ed.D.
Executive Director
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan appreciates this

opportunity to submit for your record a description of our model

physical education program--Fitness for Youth--which has been

developed by the University of Michigan.

We're very pleased That this sUbcommittee.has shown its

concern in the physical fitness of America's young people and we

hope that the record of these hearings will be helpful to

researchers and teachers who are now working to improve the

physical status of the young.

As one of the largest of the combined Plans in the Blue

Cross and Blue Shield Association, we feel a 'particular

responsibility to not only provide cost effective health care

coverage f',r our 4.6 million Michigan customers but also to be a

leader in promotiny fitness, nutrition and healthy lifestyles.

Fitness for Youth was developed in 1982 by Guy Reiff, Ph.D.,

of the Fitness Research Center at the University of Michigan,

Robert Dixon, Ph.D., and Joseph Arends, M.D. Dr. Reiff is a

special adviser to the President's Council on Physical Fitness

and Sports and has conducted five national rurveys of youth

fitness.

The goal of Fitness for Youth is to change or modify the

exercise and eating habits of children. Testimony of other

witnesses heard by the subcommittee cite why--Arperica's children

are at high risk of cardiovascular disease.

Seventy-five percent of all deaths in this country are due

to degererative diseases such as heart disease, stroke and

cancar. Cardiovascular disease accounts for approximately half of
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all deaths.

Most serious illnesses, such as heart disease and cancer,

are related to factors such as obesity, high blood cholesterol

levels, smoking, lack of exercise, poor dietary habits and severe

emotional stress. Put another way, most disease results from

lifestyle and lifestyles are amenable to rhenge. A former

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare .ed it quite

succinctly: "The individual can do mor, for L.. -in health and

well-being than any doctor, any h- ..pital, any drug, or any exotic

medical device." (Califano, 1979).

However, we as a nation have not made a major commitment to

prevention. Only five cents of each health dollar is spent for

prevention. We seem to spend all of our time on alcohol or drug

rehabilitation with programs that are, for the most part, begun

too late to be effective.

Data from national studies of youth fitness have

consistently reported that our youth are underexerised and over-

fat.

o More than 40 percent of young children have been

identified with one or more risk factors associated with heart

disease. Where intervention programs of exercise and nutrition

have been implemented, these factors have been drastically

reduced.

o Physical performance levels of school children are

alarmingly low, and getting worse.

o We are the fattest nation in the world. Obesity is

challenging malnutrition as a major American health problem, and

fat children become fat adults.
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o At age 30, the number one cause of death fo," males is

heart attack; its the number two case for females. (The number

one case of death for females is lung cancer from smoking.)

o Heart attack is a childhood disease; the signs can be

identified in elementary school children.

Our consultant, Dr. Reiff, has confirmed the prt.vious data

during the course of school visits and meetings all over the

United States while conducting five national studies of youth

fitness. Observations are ba...d upon probability samples of

schools since 1965.

Major objectives of Fitness for Youth are to: (1) design

methods of motivating children to develop reasonable physical

activity and nutritional lifestyles throu;hout life, (2) transfer

the assumption of responsibility to the student for development

of a healthy lifestyle, and (3) create an exportable model for

achieving these goals which can be implemented by both private

and public school systems.

A typical Fitness for Youth program requires approximately

two years to fully implement. To change the behavior pat:.erns of

children requires a commitment to work with teachers, making them

self-sufficient in knowledge and providing teaching systems to

enable them to deliver the program on their own.

Students participating are tested twice a year and receive a

computer generated "Fitness Profile". Both biomedical and

physical performance variables are measured.

Biomedical measurements include blood pressure, plasma

cholesterol, skinfold fat triceps and sub-scapula),
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height/weight, and a prediction of percent body fat.

Physical performa ze tests measure cardiovascular endurance

(mile run), trunk flexibility, upper arm and shoulder girdle

strength (pullups/flexed arm hang), abdominal strength (modified

sit-ups), explosive ability and leg strength (standing long

jump), and quickness/speed (50 yd. dash and shuttle run).

Dramatic results have been obtained in all districts. After

one year in the program, those tested scored above national

norms. The greatest improvement was in cardiovascular endurance,

abdominal strength, flexibility and upper arm strength.

Intervention programs of exercise and diet effectively reduced

elevated blood pressure readings in those cases where students

displayed high readings despite frequent rechecks. Plasma

cholesterol values were a ao reduced significantly in those

students who had elevated values at the first test.

But children do not operate in a vacuum, learning only at

school. Parents prepare most of their meals and are role models,

conveying both good and bad eating and exercise habits. Fitness

for Youth works within the community as well as in school. The

community's involvement is encouraged in PTA meetings and media

publicity. All parents are invited to a series of meetings to

discuss their children's fitness profiles. Extension classes on

"Lifestyle Habits" are offered through the community education

program.

It is significant to note that in the majority of the

schools in which Fitness for Youth has operated, physical

education classes ranged from two half hours a week to five half
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hours a week. Naturally, greater improvements were achieved in

the five classes per week programs.

BCBSM's involvement in Fitness for Youth started modestly in

1983 when we agreed to underwrite part of the program's cost in

grades K throug. 6 in the Stockbridge, Michigan, school district.

The Stockbridge students were tested after the first year and

showed dramatic improvements if. all eight categories when

compared to national norms. The Stockbridge school system

recognized the effectiveness of the program as well and expanded

it to the 7th grade in 1984 and to the 8th grade this year.

BCBSM's direct financial involvement in the Stockbridge pilot

program lasted for two years; this year the Stockbridge system is

funding Fitness for Youth entirely from its own budget and

intends to eventually include senior high school students in it.

In 1984, Fitness for Youth programs being operated by Dr.

Reiff's staff in three districts near metropolitan Detroit

(Blissfield, Waterford and Romeo) were incorporated into the

BCBSM-sponsored program.

In September of 1985, BCBSM agreed to underwrite a two year,

$262,000 expansion of Fitness for Youth which will involve at

least five new schocl districts. It is currently benefitting some

28,000 students. The new districts are: Dexter (Washtenaw county),

Warren-Fitzgerald (Macomb county), Lak' Jdessa (Ionia county),

Bronson (Branch county) and West Bloomfield (Oakland county).

BCBSM intends to evaluate the expanded program at the end of

the 85-86 school year and to consider making it available

nationwide through the auspices of Blue Cross and Blue Shield

plans in other states. Already, Fitness for Youth has received
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Inquiries from school systems in Oklahoma, Minnesota,

California, Colorado and the country of Mexico.

There's an economic equation to this program that is

difficult to express but one which we know exists. In Michigan,

heart and cerebrovascular diseases are the first and third most

frequent causes of death. Through projects such as Fitness for

Youth, BCBSM hopes to encourage healthy lifestyles and promote

the kind of exerc.se and nutrition habits which can fight the

devastating health consequences of inactivity, obesity and junk

fooa diets. We're certain that individuals who benefit from the

Fitness for Youth program will lead h.2althier and more productive

lives. Healthier individuals have less frequent contact with the

medical profession, less exposure to expensive medical procedures

and fewer hospitalizations. Unfortunately, we can't quantify

such "avoidance" savings but it could ultimately mean tens of

millions saved by employers who provide medical insurance

coverage for their workers. We do know, from studies such as the

27-year evaluation of DuPont employees, that lifestyle changes

have paid off in fewer heart attacks.

Fitness for Youth has generated national interest, paltially

as a result of exposure on The Today Show (NBC), the Cable News

Network and AFsociated Press coverage. Blue Cross and Blue Shield

of Michigan has been a significant and important influence in

expanding the program, through its funding base as well as

lending the prestige and other resources of the organization.

We believe that our involvement is an example of how tt,e

corporate sector can combine with a prestigious educational and

1 a 0
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research institution such as the University of Michigan and

respond to the challenge of President Reagan, two years

ago, to ensure that our children get the best education they

deserve through a partnership in education.

Some final thoughts....

The United States has more physical educators, more health

educators, more gymnasia, running tracks, swimming pools and

health clubs than any co ntry in the world. We have the best

informed and able medical profession and lead the world in health

car and medical research. Yet we also lead the world in heart

disease.

The need for prevention programs is evident. Our schools

are the most likely place to start; they have the expertise in

health and nutrition as well as physical education. However, this

expertise is simply not being directed into accomplishing clearly

defined preventive goals. It is reasonably clear that programs

of physical education and health education, which should and

could establish fitness habits, have not done so. Many reasons

have been given including: (1) financial cutbacks, (2) layoffs

and staff shortages, (3) use of physical education classes as

"dumping grounds" for students not otherwise occupied, and (4)

inadequately trained teachers. One can find some excellent

physical education programs but most systems seem to have

abandoned any educational mission and the physical education

programs have become nothing more than supervised recess periods.

1 0 1
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Physical education programs can be improved, teaching skills

upgraded and new delivery systems made available. It is time to

make physical education programs accountable just as are any

other important and vital parts of the school curricula.

7
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U.S. OCPART1ACNT OF HICALT14 AND HUMAN SERVICUI

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Bob Gold -- (202) 472-5308
Tuesday, October 16, 1984 Jim Buchan -- (202) 472-5663

American children and adolescents are not developing

the exercise and fitnese skills that could help maintain

their good health as adults, and as many as half may not be

getting enough exercise to develop healthy cardiorespiratory

systems, accordi.q to a two-year nationwide study released

today ty HHS Secretary Margaret M. Heckler.

The study, funded by the PHS Office of Disease Prevention

and Health Proliotion, surveyed 8,800 students across the nation in

grades five through 12. The survey examined fitness and exercise

habits. In addition, rigorous physical tests were administered

which, for the first time in such a study, were designed to show

overall health and fitness rather than athletic ability or

agility.

"This study should serve as a warning. It shows

that America's school children are not achieving the

lifetime fitness skills required to promote good health,"

Secretary Heckler said. But it can also serve us as a

blueprint for achieving the exercise and fitness goals t,e

seek 7:- today's children and the generations to come."

The findings were included if the National Children and

Youth Fitness Study, the first nationwide assessment of the

physical fitness of young Americans in nearly a decade, and
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the most rigorous study of fitness among youth ever

conducted in the United States, according to the Public

Health St vice.

Mrs. Heckler said PHS "is launchins a vigorous campaign

to share these findings with national, state and local

groups and to work Ath them toward improved fitness and

health for our children."

Students surveyed were 10 to 17 years old. Among the

findings:

o In elementary school, only half the children take

physical education classes as often as twice a week;

and at the secondary level, programs tend to focus on

group and team sports rather than on individual and

lifetime skills for promoting good health.

o Only 36.3 percent of students in grades five through 12

takt nhysical education classes daily, compared with

the 1990 goal of 60 percent. PHS has set wide-ranging

goals in health promotion and disease prevention to be

achieved by 199j.

o The study also found that "American young people have

become fatter since the 1960s," with median skinfold

sums two to three millimeters thicker than in a 1960s

sample studied by PHS. However, PHS scientists

cautioned that further study was needed to deteLmine

the extent to which this average higher body fat

represents a health problem.
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o As measured by exercise and fitness -orms that were

developed as part of the study, only about half the

students w:re achieving the minimum appropriate

physical activity to maintain effectively functioning

cardiorespiratory Systems. PHS pointed especially to

fitness scores in the mile walk-run, as well as the

higher body fat findings.

Secretary Heckler said a unique feature of the study

w,s that it measures chilc!ren's activities for both school

and other community settings. lt found that more than 80

percent of the physical activity of students was performed

outside school physical education classes.

This finding indicates two things -- that schools may

need to offer better fitness programs, where guidance in

lifetime exercise and fitness skills can be taught -- and

that community program: can be coordinated as an integral

Part of overall physical development, Mrs. Heckler said.

She also said HHS will work with groups like the

President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, the

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation

and Dance, as well as school administrators to develop

recommendations for school-based physical activities that

promote lifelon 9 fitness skills for Our yoyng people."
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FROM
NATIONAL CHILDREN AND YOUTH FITNESS STUDY

Pro physical fitness and activity patterns of America's school -age children and youth
Art . tf tees of nr.donal concern: media pundits warn that our yotmger people may be
1...min; into flab" and that the fitness revolution tin failed to "trickle down." Against
this background, the National Children and Youth Fan= Study (NCYFS) was launched to
determine how fit and how active 5th- through 12th-grade students actually are.
-pecifically, the study set out to describe the current fitness status of American children
nel youth, to describe patterns of participation In physical activity, and to evaluate the
oltionships among physical activity patterns and measured fitness. The NCYFS was the

sl nationwide assessment of the physical fitness of American young people in nearly a
.;-ade and the most rigovous study of fitness among our youth ever conducted in the

ved States. In this summery, we describe the background of the study, methods of
:eating data, and major study findings.

satus Behind The Study

The landmark government report, Promot Disease: s
Th. Nation was the impetus behind the NCYP&--lhe report, released uT1980,-fel-22-6

r ziiic health objectives to be achieved by the year 1990. Of eleven objectives relating
exercise and fitness, fivt focused on children and youth. In relation to 10-17 year-

there were three Whavioral objectives to achieve by 1990: 60 percent will attend
:lysical education classes daily, 70 percent will periodically have their fitness tested,
ana 90 percent will participate in physical activities that are appropriate for the
maintenance of an effective cardiorespiratory system. The two other youth-related 1990
biectIves call for . to monitor patterns of t.srticipatien In physical activity and to
.sluate the short- and long-term health benefits of exercise.

P70 ect History

The Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promction (ODPHP)the U.S. Public
Health Service agency charged with coordinating and monitoring progress toward the
achievement of the 1990 objectivescould not find data adequate to support the five
objectives and began to jay the groundwork for the !I'CYFS. Panels of experts were
convened by ODPHP to help design a battery of fitness tests anda survey of physical
activities. The NCYFS began in the fall of 1982 and the panel recommendations were
formally pilot tested In three states In May 1983. Data were collected from a national
random sample of 10,275 students from 140 public and private schools In 19 States
between February and May 1S84. The 8,800 boys and girls who participated in the fitness
testing and survey represented an 85.6 percent participation rate, which is high for a
survey of this type.
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Study Questions

The NCYFD posed three general questions about the fitness and physical activity
patterns of American children and youth:

o How fit are American boys and girls in grades 5 through 12?

What are the physical activity patterns of children and youth in these
grades?

o How do differences in physical activity patterns affect measured fitness?

We asked a variety of specific questions in relation to each of these general ones.
Per example., on the basic question of fitness, we asked: What level of performance mug.
a student of a given grade and sex achieve on a series of fitness tests to be considered in
optimal condition' Tc be considered In acceptable or average shape? As children grow
older, does their fitness continue to improve, level off, or decline? How closely do
students meet currently accepted standards of anew..? In relation to the basic question
about physical activity patterns, we asked: What percentage of students are enrolled in
physical education' What percentage participate In physical activity through one or
more community organizations? How much time do students spend In physical activity?
How much variety Is there among the activities In which they engage? What specific
activities occupy most of their time? What portion of their time is spent in lifetime
activities, (i.e., those that are likely to carry over into adulthood)? What perce. :age of
students participate in appropriate physical activity (i.e., activities of a frequency,
duration, and intensity sufficient to maintain an effectively functioning cardlorespIratory
system)' What portion of this appropriate activity comes through lifetime physical
activities' Finally, on the causes of fitness, we asked: That aspects of physical activity
relate to a high level of performance on each of several fitness tests? What ace the
overall roles of physical education programs, community organizations, and participation
in appropriate physical activity in determining fitness? These questions were answered
by the NCYFS.

Data Collection Procedures

Each of the 8,800 participating students filled out a survey on the types, frequency,
duration, and seasonality of exercise, sports, and active games provided through school
physical education class, other school programs, community organizations, and home or
neighborhood. Next, each student completed a bat te-y of five measures drawn primarily
from the AAIIPERD Health Related Physical Fitness Test iHRPFT). Caidiorespiratory
endurance was measured through the one-mile walk/n:31;1 ,wer back/hamstring flexibility
through the sit-and-reach test. Upper body strength/endurance was tested by chin-vos,
and abdominal strength endurance by bent-knee sit-ups. Finally, body composition
(degree of fatness) was assessed by measuring triceps and subscapular skinfolds.

Participating teachers were trained in data collection procedures and testing
techniques. To minimize the burden on teachers, field staff worked closely with school
personnel until all data were collected. The skinfold measurements and the sit-and-reach
test were conducted by the field staff. Mass-testing procedures were used to avJid
disruot.ng school DMSTIVTIS. Throughout the project. continuing efforts Here made to
ensure data quality.
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The New Fitness Standards

Fitness norms were last developed on a national sample of school children in 1975.These norms reflect children's performance on the AAHPERD Youths Fitness Test, which
is primarily a test of motor fitness or athletic ability. The more recently developedAAHPERD HRPFT, released in 1980, measures aspects of fitness that are related to and
predictive of health. The HRPFT previously had not been used with a nationally
representative sample to develop norms. The NCYFSproduced norms by sex/age andsex/grade for each of the fitness measures listed above. Tne norms are considered highlyaccurate at the decile and g'..artile levels every 10th and 25th percentile). It is
expected that the new norms will be used not only to assess current Canes: levels, but
also to prescribe exercise and activity programs, to momitor changes in fitness over time,and to test the success of various interventions.
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"Fach of the five fitness tests measures one or more specific aspects of an
individual's current health aid potential resistance to disease. The sit-end-reach test and
the sit-ups primarily indicate the likelihood of an individual developing a lower back
problem due to inadequate flexibility and/or poor abdominal strength. The mile walk/run
measures the generalized capacity of the cardiovascular system, which may increase an
individual's resistance to heart disease. An individual's degree of body fatness, as shown
by skinfold thickness, helps to predict vulnerability to a wide range of degenerative
diseases, including hypertension, heart disease, diabetes, psychological disorders, -ad
impaired tolerance for heat. The capacity to perfeim chin-ups reflects an aspect of
physical work required in many task' as well as the ability to lift one's, body weir- 'n a
life-threatening situation.

The Effects Of Maturation On Test Performance

It is generally believed that boys' performance on fitness tests tends to peak shortly
after puberty and then reaches a plateau for the remaining school years, whereas girls'
performance reportedly peaks at roughly the onset of puberty and then rapidly declines.
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However, the NCYFS shows that boys can do more sit-ups and chin-ups, can stretch
farther, and have lass body fat as they reach the older teens Only on the ona-mile walk/run does it appear that performance reaches a plateau or dei..ines slightly. For girls,abdominal strength and flexibility appear to improve with age. Although girls' bodyfatness increases with age, this pattern decelerates around age 15. Upper body strength
remains consistently low. On the mile walk/rum, girls' performance appears to peak ataround 14, decline slightly, and level off in the older teens. This overall pattern of
continued improvement for both boys and girls runs contrary to the common belief that
,erformence on fitness tests levels off for boys and declines for girls in earlytdcuscence.

Zomperism With Previously Published Norms

The NCYFS norms were compared with the norms released by AAHPERD in 1980 asart of the FIRPFT Manual. Because the previously published norms for skinfold
-.leant:menu were developed on a nationally representative sample, we were in a.osition to ask, 'Have American young people become fatter?" However, the published
terms for the mile walk/run, sit-ups, and the sit-and-reach test were developed on aconvenience sample, i.e., on students who were readily available in schools that had
volunteereti to mist in norms development. Thus, in comparing the NCYFS norms withthe previously published HRPFT norms, our primary interest was to examine the efficacy
of basing fitness norms on convenience samples.

The NCYFS shows that American young people have become fatter since the1960. For both boys and girls, the NCYFS sample lad median skinfold sums that were
two to three millimeters thicker than in the 1960's sample studied by the National Center
for Health Statistics. Average triceps skinfold thickness was significantly greater in theNCYFS for 13 of 16 age/sex groups. The AAIIPERD norms also generally set more
stringent standards for the two most difficult tests, the mile walk/run ano sit-ups. Thissuggests that the AAIIPERD convenience sample was less representative of American
young people than the NCYFS random sample. It appears that convenience samples tendto exclude less fit and less motivated students and, thereby, produce norms that areskewed toward higher performance levels.

Physical Education Programs

It is encouraging that over 80 percent of students in grades 5 through 12 are enrolledin physical education; and that the number of weekly class meetings, average 3.6, seemsadequate to achieve the instructional goals of a physical education program. The
average class lasts 46.7 minutes, for an average weekly activity time of 141 minutes.
Students are exposed to an average of 11.8 different activities over a year's time, withslightly less than half the time spell on lifetime activities. Enrollment in physical
education drops off, however, as students grow older. From an enrollment level of 97
Percent in grades 5 and 6, enrollment tapers off until it approaches 50 percent in grades11 and 12. For 12th-grade girls, enrollment is under 50 percent. Among students
enrolled in physical education, daily participation is the modal frequency, but only 36.3
Percent of students in grades 5 through 12 take physical education daily, in contrast withthe goal of 60 percent in the Obiectives for the Nation. Several aspects of the physicaleducation environment improve in the older grades: amount of weekly activity time, theportion of time spent on lifetime activities, and the availability of showers and a timeand Place to change clothes. The variety of different -tivities to which a student is
exPosed over a year's time in physical education decreases as students move to the higher
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grades. The typical student spends the largest portions of physical education class time
on five activities, listed in descending rank order: basketball, calisthenics/exercises,
volleyball, baseball/softball, and touch/flag football. Among younger students, there is
heavy reliance on relays and informal games, such as dodgebail and kickball.

Errobtt 3
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One of the key assumptions in Obiectives for the Nation related to physical
education is that, "...school-based programs will embrace activities which expand beyond
competitive sports" (p. p1). The survey found that present school physical education
programs are -ot geared to this goal. An.ong younger students, the short weekly activity
time, lack of time and facilities to change clothes aild shower, and heavy reliance on
relays and informal games restricts the opportunities for learning. For older students,
physical educators continue to rely heavily on competitive sports and other activities
that students cannot readily continue thr ughout adulthood. Inadequate investment is
being made in conveying the physical skills needed for active lifestyles.
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Other Sources Of Physical Activity

The typical student reports spending over 80 percent of his or her physical activity
time outside physical education class. Activity time peaks in the summer, falls off
rapidly in the fail and winter months, and resumes at a more typical level in the spring.
Year round, the average student sperm 760 minutes (or slightly under 13 hours) per week
in sports, active games, and exercises. The activity patterns of girls and younger
students are disproportionately affected by changes in the weather.
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Exhibit 3
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22.0 20.3 21.3

Owego Ilms In 777111,31 Activity 792.0 111.0 760.0
Wasictr (m(mas)

Averse* TteLlas of Ilene ..et co 53.7 70.1 63.2
Wsdms Aetivittae

Pw"at beetling LOOroOrists
firgsical Activity Tar Rcand

rsroant Participating in Litstline
ninProPrists Parried Activity

60.7

453

573

48.8

S8.9

44.9

Tsar Road

Paroont Smating and Rroattlirq Bard
daring Liaredso Tau Round

43.0 36.3 41.0

According to the self-report survey, the typical youth is exposed to (i.e.,
participates in at least three times) 21.3 different activities over a year's time outside
the physical education class (primarily the community). The variation in activities drops
its children grow older. The average youth has opportunities to participate in physical
activity through two different community organizations, with only 18.2 percent not
performing a physical activity through community organizations. Among community
organizations, the leading sources of physical activity are churches and other places of
worship, perks and recreation programs, local team sports, and private organizations
(e.g., health clubs).
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lays

Itgelltg
laalcatball

football (Tack la)

Laaaball/Sof tball

Swthalr.4

Oatibtlatioa or TratclaL

falling

football (Tanta or MO
Nuncio/

bask Girls

Jogging (Disunto lwastag)

Sector

Lacrosse

alba of as 9111
Lollar Skating I

Disco or Popular Dace.
Seas 71 Loa
Laraba/ladontartial Arts

4.5/1=1

1 Salabalaa

3 Disco or Topalar Daoce

4 toll* eska flag

S UMW( Outelt17

lasoball/Sof tball

7 basketball

cauditotes Moirefaas

10

11

12

13

14

10111-tt (Olataocs lanalat)

0faaaattes Trot Lucas.
Tollayball

Aarobla Ocoee

Tarots

Korsaback Riding

15 Cbatelaultagnat Too

4 limited number of activities occupy a large portion of a youth's total activity
time. The five activities occupying boys' time, in descending rank order, are: bicycling,
basketball, football (tackle), baseball/softball, and swimming. The top five activities for
girls are swimming, bicycling, disco or popular dance, rollerskating, and walking
quickly. The average student spends much more time on lifetime physical activities
outside the physical education class (63.2 percent) than within it (47.6 ;ercent). In
general, the portion of activity time dedicated to activities that may readily be
continued Into adulthood increases as youths grow older. The typical girl spends much
more time on lifetime physical activities (70.7 percent) than the average boy (55.7
percent).
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Receipt Cf. Appropriate Physical Activity

Regular, vigorous, and prolonged physical activity is generally accepted as essential
for an effectively functioning cardiorespiratory system. The term "appropriate physical
activity," as typically defined and as adopted by the NCYFS, refers to exercise involving
large muscle groups in dynamic movement for periods of 20 minutes or longer, three or
more times weekly, at an intensity requiring 60 percent or more of an Individual's
cardiorespiratory capacity. The NCYFS shows that approximately half of boys and girls
in grades 5 through 12 are achieving at least the minimum weekly requirement. By
measuring appropriate physical activity three ways, the NCYFS found that, 58.9 percent
engage in appropriate physical activity year round, 46.9 percent engage in one or more
lifetime activities to achieve year round appropriate physical activity, and 41.0 percent
perceive that they regularly exert themselves during exercise (sweating and breathing
hard). The segment of the population engaging in appropriate physical activity, by any
measu.-e, fluctuates with the seasons, falling off sharply in the fall and winter months
and climbing again in spring and summer. This cyclical pattern indicates that our youths
may lose many of the health benefits of year-round physical activity and 'ace the task of
reconditioning in the spring. An unhealthy precedent ,nay be set for lifelong patterns of
inconsistent participation in vigorous physical activity.

What Causes Fitness?

Three aspects of the physical activity patterns of our children and youth have been
shown to influence fitness: (1) year-round p.rticipation in appropriate physical activity,
(2) enrollment in and exposure to a wide variety of activities through physical education
class, and (3) variation in activities in a setting other than physical education, coupled
with receipt of physical activity through commur.ity organizations.

o Year-Round Appropriate Physical ActivityAlthough students generally
report cyclical patterns of physical activity, students performing at
optimal levels (at or above the 75th percentile) on fitness tests report
significantly greater participation during non-summer months than
students performing at average and below average levels. Students
performing below average (below the 40th percentile) on fitness tests
experience the greatest reduction in physical activity, especially high -
intensity cardiorespiratory physical activities, during the non-summer
months.

o Physical Education ProgramEnrollment in physical education positively
affects fitness, but of greater importance is the nature of the program.
Students exposed to a wide variety of activities perform better on
physical fitness tests than students with more restricted exposure. The
weekly activity time in physical education positively affects fitness test
performance, up to a point of diminishing returns.

o Physical Activity In Other SettingsThe greater the number of physical
activities in which students have participated (at least three times) in
the past year and the greater the variety in the types of ftommunity
organizations through which they have participated, the oetter the
performance on physical fitness tests.
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Conclusions

The NCYFS has produced a substantial base of knowledge about the physical fitnessand activity patterns of our children and youth. Coordinated effortsinvolving schools,community organizations, children, and their parentswill be required to accomplish bythe end of the decade the Objectives for the Nation related to fitness and exerciseamong children and youth.
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Americas Academy of Pediatrics Policy Statement

Children, Adolescents, and Television
:.exttothefamlh television may be the mot Minor

taut source of Information for children and a print nett
factor influencing their development CnIldrcn two to
12 years old In the United Stales watch approxi.nat eh
25 hours of television per week On an annual basis
chhdren spend more time in front of their television
sets than they spend In school.

Televi;.on Is a powerful tool that can promote learn
c.rate aspiration...and Ind uce prosoc ial behavior

When it deals with medical topics, television contains
mane mr.ssages that promote health or prevent Illness.
However. television advert istng and programming can
adversely affect learnt ng a nd behavior of children a s
adolescents In a number or significant areas

I. Repeated exposure to televised vi ole nee p rom ales
a proclivity to violence and a passive response to III
practice..

2 felmision viev.ing Increases consumption vf high
caloric densitysnacks,and Increases the prcvala lice of
obesity

3 Although the evidence that television may have a
deleterious effecr on school performance may be con-
founded by other factors. learning from television Is
passive rather than active, and detracts from time
spent reading or using active learning skills

4 Television conveys unrealistic messages regard
i eta drugs. alcohol. and tobacco. and indirectly e nco u r
ages their use.

5 The pertrayal of sex roles and sexuality on te:evl
son .s unrealistic and misleadIng sexual relation
snips develop rapidly. the risk of pregnancy is rarely
considered, adolescence is portrayed as a constant
rate of sexual Wm These characteristics may con
tribute directly or indirectly to the risk of adolescent
pregnancy and clearly alter age-de2endent experlen
nal le sming with respect to sexualit) Pornography on
-able television Is a particularly important co:.cern

6 Television promotes ethnic and racial stereo
types and does little to promote a sympathetic under
standing of handicapped people

7 Television conveys an unrealistic view of probletn
solving or conflict resolution

To address these conceals. we recommend that the
MI,

I Educate pediatricians with respect to the conse-
quences of television viewing Approaches should
include the development of specificmaterials and cur.
ricula for to thing medical students. pediatric house
staff. practicing pediatricians. and others who deal
directly with the health of children and adolescents.

2 Provide materials and an approach to co unselIng
c Ind ren. adolescents and their families regarding the
effects of television and methods suitable for altering
viewing habits Although an MP pamphlet already
exists for this purpose. additional materials regarding
alcohol and sex uallty would be useful. Specific recom
mend anions for cot !risen ng shoOd be developed
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3 Encourage legislative activity to increase elUal
Ity programming and reduce adverttsing directed at
children.

4 Estatillshbaisonsvdth networks. product rs.vnit
crs. and other proksslonal organizations to Improve
thequalltrafpcogrammIngandadvertisingand to act
as a resource for these groups.

5. Provide an ongoing review of new technologies,
that enable families to alter o r comet. their children
television viewing habits.

b. Encourage involvement by local and chapter
groups to tnteract with network affiliates. Independ
rot television stations and cable companies to Im
prove local pre gramming and advertising directed at
c7n4idren

Task Fore: on Chilt=m and Television
H J Imes liotroyd. MD. Chairman

Norman Sherry M D.
Frank Palumbo. M DVictor.Strasburger. ?AD
William H. Diets Jr.. M
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STATE OF FLORIDA SCHOOL PROGRAM FOR uVERWEICHT CHILDREN

Procram Analysis and Results

Prepared by:

Kelly D. Brownell, Ph.D.

University of Pennsylvania

Descrintion of Sample

One hundred and thirty nine (139) children sere available for the final

analysis, i.e., initial and final heights and weights were obtained on these

children. :he children were from nine schools in seven counties. The counties

and schools are listed below:

County Schools

Polk County
Lime Street Elementary School

Jackson County
Cottordale Elementary School

Alachua County High Springs Elementary School

Shell Elementary School.

WashingtoL County Vernon Elementary School

Kate Smith Elementary School

St. Lucie County
Lw.-.,od Elementary Scnool

Lee County
Tropic Isles Elementary School

Indian River County Vero Beach Elementary School

As described earlier, the children were assigned to one of two programs:

Nutrition Education or Delayed Treatment. Children in the Delayed Treatment

program were weighed before and after the period in which the Nutrition Educe-

1 1 9
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Lion children were receiving treatment. The Delayed Treatment children,

subsequently received the Nutrition E4 cation program. It vas inpera,ive to

have this Delayed Treatment condition to serve as a standard against which

the N,Arition Education Pragram could be compered. Results from any treat-

cent program .,e of little use vithout information on the anticipated per-

formance of the subjects had they not received treatment.

Information .n children completing the program is presented in Table 1.

The_informatiohis provided for the schools, grades, sexes, and treatment

conditions. As Table 1 indicates, Line Street School collected information

on nearly twice as =any children as the next most active school, Tropic Isles.

Children from the fifth grade comprised the largest group of students, followed

by third grade students. More g.rls (88) completed the program than boys (51),

and children assigned to Nutrition Education outnumbered thr'se assigned to

Delayed Treatment by 75 to 64.

Description of Analysis

Analyzing results from weight reduction programs is a complex statistical

process. One major problem is that the dependent variable, weight loss,

cannot be equated across subjects. For example, a 12-pound neigh loss for

a 75-pound child is much different than a 12-pound loss in a 150-pound child.

Second, the analysis must take into accoun--'hat children of different ages

were involved in the program. A weight of 90 pounds is close to "ideal" for

a 12-year-old child, but would constitute gross obesit: for a 6-year-old child.

Third, sex is an important factor, girls are expected to weigh ^ore than boys

at age 6, but by age 13, the boys are expected to weigh more. Fourth, develop.

mental weight gain is a very complicated factor. Over the course of a 12-week

program, children are expected to grov in both height and weight. The ideal

weight for a child changes from the beginning to the end of a program. Any

120
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TABLE ONE

Number of Children Conoletinc the Procrem

Schools

NumberSchool

1. Lime Street 39

2. Cottondale 15

3. High Springs 7
4. Ver .2.exch 16

5. She:. 19

6. Vernon

7. Kate Smith 11

8. Lavrivood 2

9. Tropic Isles 21

Grade

NumberGrade

Kladergarten 13

First Grade 18

Second Grade 13

Third Grade 21

Fourth Grade 19

Fifth Grade
39

Sixth Grade 13

Sex

Boys

Girls

Treatment Condition

Nutrition Education

Delayed Treatment

Number

51

88

Number

75

64
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change in l'ady weight, therefore, must account for Enticipated developmental

veight gain, a factor vhich itself varies with age, sex, and body size.

A computer program vas designed to account for all the factors mentioned

above. Nor=t -:r developmental changes in height and weight vere obtained

(Table 2). T e tables present the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles for

height and veight for boys and girls from ages h to 18. More importantly,

there tables provide expected gains in height and veight for each sex at

each age. The computer progrtm was designed to 1) consider the child's

sex, 2) consider the child's age; 3) account for the length of tine between

the initial veighing end tae final weighing; h) determine actual height

gair as a percentage of expected height gain; 5) use the percentage rna

height to calculate expected veight gain for the number of veeks between ini-

tial and final veighings. This yields the member or pounds a child vas ex-

pected to gain developmenthlly given his or her age, duration of the program,

and change in height. Specific values for thes1 adjustments in heights end

veights appear in Table 3. All results -eresented in this report are "adjusted"

veight cluir.ges, i.e., the aforementioned Biters have been considered. For

ex..mT.le, if a child neighed 100 pounds prior to the program and 96 ,rounds after

the program, the actual change in veight v I be h pounds. But this child

ma:, have been expected to gain two pounds . ...use of developmental grovth, so

the final ce.;ht of 96 pounds must be judged awainstthe 102 pounds the child

vo,l,ld be expected to weigh after the program. The adjusted veight change vcild

be 6 pounds.

The data from this program have been analyzed vith several dependent

=eat_res. Thee are change in body veight, change in percentage above ideal

veight, and change it the Body Mass Index, (veight/height2). Change in body

122
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TABLZ

GROWTH STANDARDS FOR
CHILDREN

Heir 1st e.nd Locir.1;t of chfdres 445 yrcss of ogc

Ens

re .s:1 Wee'
OeSS) Pr Pt P 3v. P 70:r P SR, P

4 35 3 408 43 3 30 C 36 1 42 2
5 40 3 434 454 33 0 403 47 6
6 42 0 459 49 0 36 0 447 834
7 448 487 51 4 40 3 50 9 47 5
6 45 9 50 3 5; 7 4 4 57.4 70 4
9 488 52 S 56 S 440 614 SO 4

10 50 6 340 59 2 51.4 71 4 9! 4
11 51 9 364 60 9 53 3 789 02 S
12 53 5 59 6 63 7 60 0 46 0 13.5
13 55 2 61 3 67 4 65 5 99.6 41 9
14 478 (4 1 70 7 75 5 111 9 49 1

15 67 0 64° 72 6 580 124 3 60 6
18 53 S GS c 747 97 9 133 5 64 S
17 052 69 S 74 4 106 5 7398 74 0
15 65 9 70 2 74 0 110 3 14; 9 79 3

tern ral.ner. F Some ;'sea : glostto s.andards to- .1111c Ame 1:4r 0 ofen
atria 29 440 1962
r pvcent it

.of 00000
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TABLE THEME
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weight is the =cst informative measure and will be used hereafter. Analyses

of Variance (ANOVA; have been used to compare the performance of population

subgroups; paired t-tests have been used when appropriate. Correlational

analyses have also been used to examine the relationship among specific variables.

Results, Tre..".ent Conditions

The results will be presented to evaluate the effect of treatment

condition, school, sex, and grade. There are several important interactions

among these variables, a factor which will also be addressed,

The factor of most concern is that of treatment condition. The umber

of subjects in each condition, means, standard deviations, standard errors,

minimums, maximums, and variances are presented in Table 4. The children in

the Delayed Treatment condition, those not receiving treatment,had a mean

adjusted weight gain of 1.8 pounds. This indicates that the average child,

with no treat=ent, gained 1.8 pounds in excess of expected developmental weight

gain. In ca=parison, the Nutrition Education children shoved a mean adjusted

weight loss of 2.8 pounds. Table 4 abovs that the superiority of the Nutri-

tion Education condition was highly statistically significant, at p < .0001.

With a high degree of certainty, we can conclude that Nutrition Education was

more effective at promoting weight loss tha- no treatment.

The data in Table 4 also indicate the L.rge variability in the results.

The children in the Delayed Treatment condition ranged i'rom a weight loss

of 10 pounds to a weight gain of 15.7 pounds. The children in the Nutrit.on

Education condition ranged from a weight loss of 37.5 pounds to a weight gain

of 12.9 pounds.
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Results Schools

The mean adjusted weight changes and standard deviations for each school,

listed according to treatment condition, are presented in Table 5. Several

school did ncc have subjects in both conditions. The.contrast between

Nutrit-on Ed= :ion and Delayed Treatment is most striking in the Kate Smith

School; Nutrition 3ducation children lost an average of 3.7 pounds, the

Delayed Treatment children gained an average of 1.14 pounds.

With only one exception, the children in all schools who were assigned

to the Delayed Treatment condition showed a sizeable weight gain over and

above what would be expected developmentally. With only one exception,.child-

ren in each school assigned to Nutrition Education showed a weight loss The

most successful school was Tropic Isles, where the average children averaged

8.74 pounds lost, an exceptional rate of weight loss for children.

A scatter-plot diagram of the weight losses from children in each school

is presented in Table 6. There is considerable overlap between Nutrition Edu-

cation and Delayed Treatment across the different schools. In the Tropic Isles

School, 18 of 21 children lost weight, and 14 of 21 lc,t more than 5 pounds.

Since boy3 may differ from girls in their rate of weight loss, the results

for the two treatment conditions for each have been prepared to allow

an evaluation of sex as a factor (Table 7). In some cases, there were major

differences between the sexes. In Cottondale School, for example, the girls

in Delayed Treatment gained an average of 6.1 pounds while the boys gained only

1.7 pounds. When looking at the Nutrition Education subjects, the girls in

Kate Smith school lost almost five times as much weight as the boys, but in

Tropic Isles School, the boys lost more than four pounds more than the girls.
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TABLE FIVE

Mean Adiusted Weinht Chrnnes in Pounds

School by Condition

School Nutrition Education Delayed Treatment

1. Lime Street +1.72 .1. 4.975

N . 39

2. Cottoriale +3.61 ± 4.497

N . 10
+5.19 + 4.60

N 5

3. High Springs +1.78 + 4.21
N . 7

4. Vero Beach -0.5 . 3.73
N 13

-1.2 + 0.66
N 3

5. Shell -0.82 + 5.12
N . -9

6. Vernon -3.88 + 1.99
N . 9

7. Kate Smith -3.74 + 2.69
N . 3

+1.14 + 1.45
N 8

8. Lawnwood +2.5 + 2.83
N . 2

9. Tropic Isles -8.47 + 9.4
N - 21
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TABLE SEVEN

Mean Adiusted Weight Changes in Pounds

School by Condition by Sex

School

Nutrition Education
Boys Girls

Delayed Treatment
Bo-gs Girls

1. Ume Street

.

+0.92 + 1.56
N-+ 14

+2.17 + .89.
N *1.5

2. Cottondale +3.89 + 1.61

N .3
+3.49 + 1.99
N . 7

+1.72
14 . 1

46.06 + 2.41
N,. -4.

3. Nigh Springs +2.48 + .63
ii-+

..

+1.26 + 2.9
21-4

4. Vero Beach -1.02 + 1.24
11-9

+0.66 + 2.01
N . 4- .

-1:2 4- 0.38

5. Shell -0.11 + 2.33
N .-4-

-1.01 + 1.45

N . 33

6. Vernon -3.15 + .48
N . 2

-4.09 + .84

11 - 7

7. Kate Smith -0.93
11.1

-5.15 + 1.14
N . i-

-C.05 + .63
N + 2

+1.54 + .58
N . -6-

8. Lawnwood
+4.5

N . 1

+0.5
N . 1

9. Tropic Isles -6.34 + 2.02
N-31

-10.82 - :.68

1 1 - 1 0
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Results. Grade

If Nutrition Education appears to be effective, it is important to deter-

mine the optimal age at which to introduce the--nutrition principles. -The -

results for the two treatment conditions for each grade are given in Table 8.
_Eue2t for --;*--J-z:made children,_who showei-a-very =Alf-weight-loss, children -

in all grades assigned to Delayed Treatment gained weight. For Nutrition

Education,_children ia-eachzrade except second and sixth.1ost weight.- -

would appear from the data in Table 8 that the older children are more success-

ful vith_the program than are_ymunger children, pet-the sixth grade-steents-

gained weight. However, there were a small number (4) of sixth grade students

..przrrusiod_it Ss Airts cult to-draw_emn-Ds+ ems.' ern, +heir

A scatter-plot diagram showing weight changes for Nutrition Education

and Delayed Treatment subjects in each grade is provided in Table 9. The most

successful subjects are in the upper grades, but the least successful students

_Are distributed among all the grades. To determine whether boys and girls

differed among the grades, m table has been prepared presenting adjusted weight

_changes for grade.by condition by sex (Table-10). -The fourth grade girls given

Nutrition Education were the most successful (loss of 15.3 pot.nds) whereas the

sixth grade boys given Delayed Treatment s ---4ke least successfUl (gain of

9.3 pounds). Again, the small numbers for .-ese groups, 3 and 2 subjects re-

spectively, makes it difficult to draw c-mclusions ....on their weight changes.

The girls appeard to fare better than the boys in nearly every grade, but

the differences were very small and were not statistically significant.



TABLE EIGHT

Mean Adjusted Weight Changes in Pounds

Grade by Condition

Nutrition Education Delayed Tteatteent.

0. Kindersartzn -0.45 + 4.1
N 12

+1.82
N 1

1. First Grade -2.3 + 6.8

N- 11
+2.1 + 1.6

...

N- 7

2.' Second Grade +0.73 + 6.4
N 7

-0.22 + 1:6
N 6

3. Third Crad2
_ -1.55 + 3.89... ..-..

N 11
40.52 + 1.3

N 9

4. Fourth Grade -6.87 ,.13.:
N .7. 7

+2.4 + 7.7
t.... 12

5. Fifth Grade -4.95 + 7.2
N - 2 2

+1.69 + 4.1
N 17

6.

I.

Sixth Grade +1.15 + 6.45
N 4

+2.84 + 4.78
N 9
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TABLE TEN

Mean Adjuntsd Weight Changes in Pounds

Grade by Condition by Sex -

Nutrition Education
Boys Girls

Delayed Treetoent
Boys Girls

0. Iindergarten +0.43 + 5.1 -1.33 + 2.8 *1.82N6 N'.. 6- E 1

1. First Grade -1.81 + 5.3 -2.63 + 8.3 +2.54 ± 2.8 47.9 + 1.3N3 N 6- -N 2 . d3

2. Second Grade +0.73 + 6.4 -0.26 ± 1:9 -0.13 + 1.59
N i- N .. 4 X I

3. Third Grade - 1.18.± -1.8 + 5.2 +0.78 + 2.06 +0.45 4.1.Y4N5 N 7 N Y. 2 N .. i

4. Fourth Grade -4.08 + 4.1 -15.3 ± 19.9 +0.99 + 5.6 44.85 + 8.5
N -4 N 3- N .. 5 N .. i-

5. Fifth Grade -5.86 + 7.23 -4.33 +0.48 +3.07 + 3.4N N 13 N 4 N il

6. Sixth Grade +6.5 -0.63 + 6.6 +9.3 + 4.99 +0.98 + 2.86
N 1 N 3- N 2 N 7
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Results Sex

The su=sary data for boys and girls for each treatment condition are

;resented in Table 11. Boys in the Nutrition Education condition (Nw30)

lost an aver :f 2.! pounds, and the girls in the Nutrition Education condi-

tion (N.45) an average of 3.01 pounds. For Delayed Treatment subjects,

the boys (N.21) averaged a weight gain of 1.3 pounds and the girls averaged

a weight gain of 2.08 pounds.

Boys were not more or less successful than girls in this program.

However, it is apparent that several factors other than sex influence weight

loss. Since grade and school have an effect, a study with a much larger

=pie would be necessary -o test for the separate effects of each of these

factors. Tor example, Table 11 shows that the mean age for Nutrition Education

subjects was more than one full year less than the mean age for the Delayed

Treatment subjects. Since the older children tended to do better, a statistical

comparison of the treatment conditions would need to account for differences

in age. This is difficult to accomplish with a relatively small sample of

subjects.

The Tonic Isles Schcal--A Srecial Case

The Tropic Isles School was the nost nncessful. In fact, the average

weight loss (8.1+7 pounds) was more than do.ole the average weight loss in the

next most success:al school (3.88 pounds). As mentioned earlicr, 18 of the 21

childrer receiving Nutrition Education at Tropic Isles School lost weight.

One child, an 11-year-old girl in the fourth grade, lost 37.5 pounds. The

average weight loss of 8.1.7 pounds is striking, given that the program was of

limited duration, and the loss of 37.5 pounds is remarkable.
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TABLE Emma

}son Adjusted Height Loss .n Pound:.

Condition by Sex

Nutriticn Tducation

Delayed Treatment

Boys Girls

-2.5 + 5.78
N 30

-3.0,1+ 847
N . 45

.

.t..7:

+1.26 + 4.8
N-21

*

+2.08 + 4.3
N - 43

...

.

.

Mean Age Mal
Nutrition Education - Boys 8.6 5-12

Nutrition Education - Girls 8.5 5-12

Delayed Treatment - Boys 9.8 6-13

Delayed Treatment - Girls 9.9 6-13
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A scatter-plot diagram of the weight changes by grade for the children

in the Tropic Isles school is presented in Table 12. There is a clear effect

of age on weight loss in this school. The least successful children were in

the early gr: :s, and as the age of the children increased, the magnitude of

weight loss :tased. Two of the three children who gained weight were in

kindergarten, and the three most successful subjects were in the fourth grade.

The correlation between age and weight loss in the Tropic Islcs School was

p < .0075.
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Discussion

Obesity in adults is one of the most prevalent and serious disorders

of modern mankind. The United States Senate Subcommittee on Nutrition and

Ruyan Needs has labeled obesity the number one nutrition problem in America.

The problem __-cnildren is equally disturbing. At least 25% of all children

are overweight, and 80% of obese children beccme obese adults. Obesity is

strongly associated with serious medical disorders, including hypertensic,

hypercholesterolemia, diabetes, and coronary hear' disease. Even more impor-

tant for the obese child is the social and emotional price he or she pays for

excess body weight. The obese child is at high risk for disturbances in

psychosexual development, body image, interactions with peers, and relation-

ships within the family.

Despite the prevalence and seriousness of obesity, surprisingly few

resources have been devoted to its management. The program described in this

report is an innovative one, and i_ one that has yielded valuate information

on the treatment of overweight children. Yet, the program was conducted on a

limited budget and there are no plans to follow-through on the promising results.

In the State of Florida, and any ot:-.er state, obesity affects more children

than any other nutrition problem and .he consequences of obesity are far-

ranging and disabling. The reluctance to _- front the problem is common but

troubling.

The program outlined in this report is one the largest controlled pro-

grams on childhood obesity ever tc be completed. Its most important charac-

teristics arc the care with which the program was implemented and the rigor
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with which it has been eva:uated. A wealth of information has been collected

and a clear pictixe has em about the effectiveness of a nutrition educa-

tion program for overweight children. However, this program is only the first

step it what cm be a systematic sequence of program trials before a remedy

can to found. he results of this program indicate that progress has been

made, but an answer will await further work.
ti

This program tested the effectiveness of a nutrition education program.

It was compared to no-treatment in a controlled trial in nine elementary

schools. One hundred and thirty nine children completed the program; 75

received the Nutrition Education program and 64 were in the Delayed Treatment

comparison condition. The average child was in the program for 12 weeks.

Interpreting weight changes in children is a difficult task because

their "ideal" weight changes as they grow. The analyses for this program,

however, were done with the aid of a computer program that accounted for

each child's sex, age, height, and developmental growth. The average child

in the Nutrition Education program lost 2.8 pounds and the average child re-

ceiving no treatment gained 1.8 pounds in excess of developmental growth.

This latter statistic is informative, because the no-treatment children

actually became more overweight in the -of 12 weeks. This confirms the

notion that overweight child. en will not "grow out" of their problem if left

untreated.

The average weight loss of 2.8 pounds for Nutrition Education children is

promising but not sufficient. The loss compares favorably with the results

from other programs, particularly when considering the limited duration of the

program and the low cost. There were no differences in the responses of
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boys and girls, but age seemed to play an important role in some schools;

older children responded better than younger children.

The experience of one school, Tropic Isles, is very informative.

Programs of ate are not likely to be administered uniformly among

schools. Some will show great enthusiasm and others will have little interest.

The staff at the Tropic Isles School implemented the program with many clever

and innovative ideas. One person served asa program coordinator, awards

ceremonies were held, the children received ribbons and other acknowledge-

ments for success, and so forth. Consequently, the average weight loss at

Tropic Isles was more than double that of the next most successful school. We

have learned several ways of encouraging this enthusiasm. This underscores the

importance of testing programs and learning from the experience of each trial.

One additional factor has emerged from this program. Nutrition educa-

tion in the form of booklets and informational guides, no matter how well

designed, will probably have little impact on obtaity in children. Involve-

ment of the child's social system is crucial. This includes teachers, parents,

peers, physical education instructors, school food service personnel, and so

forth. These persons must be trained in scecific methods to encourage changes

in eating and exercise behaviors in the c!-.'iren. This training is not difficult

to administer and most persons are grateful for any assistance available for

this tenacious problem. Overweight children and theiz parents cannot read their

way free of obesity.
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FREDERICK S. KAYE. PH.D.

Suite 3 Nutritionist 1605 E. Plaza Drive

Phone 877-8474 Tallahassee. Florida 32303

RE: Proposal For School-Based

Weight Control Program

This program will implement the recommendations from the

previous research findings by Drs. Kaye and Brounell and

include present clinical rasearch/experieLle by Dr. Kaye.

In the past three years since the school-based Weight

Control Program was terminated numerous other school systems

both national and international (Australia, Canada) have

used our materials and methodology to try to solve this con-

tinual problem of obesity in children. It is evident the

school setting, being controlled, is a realistic enviroment

to help children lose weight on a long term basis by:

improving their self-image, changing eating and exercise

behaviors.

Additionally, by involving the parents'through coordinated

adult evening nutritional weight loss classes, the carry-

over from the school to the home can be accomplished.
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FREDERICK S KAYE. PH

Nuaitionist 1605 E. Plaza Drive
Tallahassee. Florida 32308

It is evident that long term weight loss cannot occur

without the child's family being involved in the process.

Today, there are improved methods which can be facili-

tated at the school to help the child help himself to alter

adverse eating, snacking and exercise habits.

The goal of this new program is to accomplish the

original task of the school-based weight control program

which is to create a transportable school-based weight

control program which every school in Florida could implement

whan needed.

This new program would tes;. the necessary changes while

including the methods which worked in the original program.

Some of the changes are:

1. Include certain specific behavior changes to help

slow down eating, control snacking, improve self-

image and create routines.

2. Write a new student guile with thesb behavior

changes.

3. Write a new coordinator's guide on how to weekly

implement new behavior changes in the student at

school.

4. Write a guide for the adult nutritional weight

loss class coordinated with the school prcIram

(the parents will learn and practice what the

child will learn at school).
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FREDERICK S KAYE. PI. D.

Suite 3 Nutritionist 1605 E Plaza Drive
Phone 377.8474 Tallahassee, Flocida 32308

5. A diet with specific food amounts to follow

(weighing and measuring foods). The diet will

be a well-balanced, complex carbohydiate,,protein

for growth, lo W fat diet followiristhe meal plan.

6. Update the school's. step by step approach to the

weight program. Each step would be coordinated

with the adult/parent weight loss class!,

7. Routines mentioned in number 1 would -include

regular meals (no skipping breakfast), family

exercise times, i.e. walking after dinner for

thirty minutes, class meetings.

8. Splurge Meal - twenty meals a week eaten on the

diet, one meal a week as the reward meal, every-

one goes off the diet and back on the fullowing

meal.

9. The Coordinator Program - identified as a method

an individual will be appointed by the principal

on a volunteer basis to lead the weight control

program in each school. The difference between

the proposed and past program, the volunteer co-

ordinator would also be a concerned parent or

grandparent with teaching skills.

The potential in each school is unlimited. Cost is

nomiral. The volunteer coordinator uses our weight loss

structured materials in a step by step or "how to" approach.

The state NET Lending Library would be available for addition-

al resource materials. Each school/school district usually
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FREDERICK S. KAYE. PH.D

Suite 3 Nutritionist 1605 E. Plaza Drive

Phone 8774474 Tallahassee. Florida 32308

maintains a network of volunteers.

The project, consisting of a twelve week weight loss program,

would be implemented in four elementary schools in Leon County.

It is our attention to begin theprpgram sione.tapeously in all

four schools, end the weight loss program, evaluate, make

necessary changes and re-implement the orogram fOr another

twelve weeks, evaluate and report finlings. Hopefully, follow-

ing t'e end of the second session, a f nal product would be

ready to disseminate to Florida schools at their request.

Given that the project is successful, the researcher

would request the Department of Education, Food Nutrition

Section, to take responsibility and devise a method of alerting

the schools that this T.ogram is available and give a specific

person, in Food Nutrition Section, the continued responsibil-

ity to disseminate the program itself.
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